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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the potential impact and limitations that current metropolitan efforts on

urban planning in the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara could have in reducing the high rates of

housing abandonment the city currently faces. Previous efforts to reduce housing abandonment

in the city have not delivered the expected results, and the metropolitan government of

Guadalajara has laid out a new Metropolitan Urban Development Plan (POTmet) that seeks to

rethink housing allocation and reduce home abandonment.

In this document I analyze POTmet's housing allocation and abandonment strategies through

interviews with key stakeholders involved in the elaboration process of the plan. I create a

narrative around these interviews to understand how stakeholders' interests translate into the

final strategy outlined in the POTmet. Later, I contrast these findings with previous efforts to

reduce housing abandonment in Guadalajara and with the factors that are currently understood

as determinants of the abandonment problem. I discuss what the success and limitations of the

POTmet could be in reducing housing abandonment and conclude that, while the POTmet

successfully brings together key stakeholders that could work together to reduce home

abandonment, previous interests that have driven the abandonment problem in the city are still

present in the new proposal. The POTmet also fails to target important contributing factors of

abandonment, diminishing its potential for success. I discuss these findings and propose new lines

of research and action that the City of Guadalajara can take to achieve its objectives to reduce

housing abandonment.

Thesis Supervisor: Diane E. Davis

Title: Head Urban Planning Department, Harvard Graduate School of Design
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GENERAL OVERVIEW AND THESIS

After many years of unregulated municipal housing planning that has resulted in a

significant number of abandoned homes in Mexican cities, this thesis examines one case of current

metropolitan planning efforts that seek to enhance how affordable housing planning is done in

cities and to reduce home abandonment in metropolitan areas. The case in study is the

Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara, and particularly, it's recently developed and implemented

Metropolitan Urban Development Plan (POTmet) and its strategy to improve affordable housing

allocation. I examine interviews with key stakeholders involved in the elaboration of the plan to

understand the rationale behind the abandonment strategy. I later compare this analysis with an

analysis of the history of home abandonment in Mexico, data on home abandonment in

Guadalajara and previous efforts toward reducing abandonment in the city. With this, I assess

whether these efforts bring new perspectives and solutions to the home abandonment problem in

Guadalajara or if they face limitations.

This thesis will mainly focus on understanding what this new plan is and how this plan

represents new opportunities of planning to address the issue of housing abandonment in

Guadalajara. Broadly speaking, this thesis aims to answer the following questions:

1. What accounts for the reality of addressing abandonment in Guadalajara, and

broadly speaking, in Mexico?

2. Are Guadalajara's planning efforts different from previous attempts on home

abandonment reduction in Mexico? What can we learn from the POTmet?

3. What types of planning strategies can help achieve Guadalajara's goals to reduce

home abandonment?

The structure of this thesis is as follows. The first chapter introduces the problem of

abandonment in Mexico. The chapter presents evidence on why the current state of planning will

never be successful enough to reduce the urban phenomenon of abandonment. Here, abandonment
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is portrayed as the result of poor affordable housing planning policies, representing challenges for

planning in three different dimensions: economic, social, and urban. The chapter examines the

history of abandonment in the country and introduces the idea of the housing allocation system

based on a supply-demand credit strategy.

The second chapter aims to answer the question, "What does the housing abandonment

phenomenon look like in Guadalajara?" The first section of the chapter will explain how the

spatial form of Guadalajara has been shaped by the current provision system and how the effect

of abandonment is geographically visible. A second section will introduce current efforts for better

planning, and what limitations these mechanisms have faced in reducing abandonment. Lastly, I

introduce an analysis of data on home abandonment in Guadalajara, using descriptive and GIS

analyses. I later discuss and interpret the results of the analysis.

Moving towards the first evidences of regional planning in Mexico, the third chapter of this

thesis introduces the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara (MAG, Guadalajara) as a case study for

developing a regional affordable housing plan that aims to reduce housing abandonment. The

chapter studies the political figure of the Metropolitan Planning Institute (IMEPLAN) and the

different stakeholders that participated developing the metropolitan urban development policy.

Here I present a roadmap to understand how municipal coordination took place in Guadalajara,

and how the metropolitan plan aims to reduce housing abandonment.

The fourth chapter of this thesis presents an analytical framework to examine interviews of

key stakeholders in the affordable housing market in Guadalajara to understand how the POTmet

was developed and the interests that drove its creation. Also, the framework aids in understanding

how these interests were translated in the final proposal of the POTmet. These interviews are

further analyzed and feed the final conclusions in the fifth chapter of this thesis.

9



The last chapter of this thesis discusses how the City of Guadalajara and IMEPLAN can

move beyond the proposed strategies of the POTmet, and describes future research and limitations

of this study.

I want to close by expressing how much I hope this thesis will bring new knowledge on the

matter, building on previous efforts done by researchers like Diane Davis and Paavo Monkonnen,

who have studied the political and economic aspects of affordable housing planning in Mexican

cities. Particularly, I want to draw on one of Monkonnen's conclusive arguments about future

research in affordable housing planning in Mexico and the problem of home abandonment:

"...Careful research is also needed to address the growing debate over the houses

and neighborhoods produced by the (INFONA VIT) new system. All urban

growth generates problems, thus it is essential to understand what aspects of

housing policy are contributing to observed problems and which of these are

ameliorable. Housing policy is a world of second bests (...). Precisely because of

this, analysis and debate of housing policy must be based on evidence (Mclellan

and More 1999). The impact of the new high-density housing developments,

their homogeneity, or the lack of access to urban amenities must be considered

against realistic alternatives rather than normative ideas of what housing should

be. Problems with new housing developments must be clearly identified and

attempts made to determine their sources-whether they result from attempts to

make housing affordable, incomplete markets, or government restrictions. Far

too frequently housing policy is made and evaluated based on ideological

principles or visual symbols rather than careful, evidence-based analysis."

(Monkkonen 2009).

I hope this thesis will help to bridge this gap, and help reach our objectives of securing

better housing for Mexican families.
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CHAPTER 1: The Affordable Housing Market and the Problem of Housing

Abandonment in Mexico

What determines the phenomenon of home abandonment in Mexican cities and how current

urban planning programs in Mexico are dealing with it? To answer these questions that will be

later examined in this thesis through the case study of the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara, it

is important to first understand what abandonment is and how it happened.

The first chapter of this thesis examines the history of affordable housing planning in Mexico

building patterns that can explain the nature of housing abandonment in the country. The chapter

explains how affordable housing provision works in Mexico, and how its singular housing market

has created an environment where abandonment easily happens. This chapter also includes an

analysis of how the needs of this market have driven a massive housing construction system that

evolved into the current problem of abandonment. In telling this story, I outline the different

phases of the evolution of the problem and how key actors have allowed the phenomenon to

perpetuate. The effects of the phenomenon in cities and in families are also discussed.

With this analysis, I seek to understand what triggered abandonment initially, settling the

ground for a conversation on where our current and future efforts to reduce abandonment should

lie, and how we can learn from the history and nature of abandonment in the country.

1. The Largest Affordable Housing Market in Latin America

Currently, Mexico holds the largest affordable housing market in the Latin American region

and several reasons explain this situation. By 2020, the World Bank estimates that Mexico's

population will reach 135 million people, representing 20% of the total Latin American population

(World Bank 2017); further, since 1950, yearly migration from rural to urban areas has steadily

increased, clustering almost 80% of the total Mexican population in urban areas (INEGI 2010).
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Additionally, Mexico has a poverty gap that displaces 45% of the Mexican population into poverty

(CONEVAL 2015), requiring an affordable housing market that can cover this population. With

all these conditions, it is no surprise that provision of affordable and social housing for low-income

families is a priority for the Mexican government and that in fact, the current National Housing

Program' elevates, stating that creating a diversified market of affordable housing solutions to

reduce the housing deficit is a key objective for the foreseeable future.

Being the largest affordable housing market, however, is a title that is not easily earned, as

there needs to exist a strong supply scheme that can ensure constant housing provision across the

country. It is within this context that INFONAVIT, the Institute for the National Worker's

Housing Fund, takes a leading role in the affordable housing market. Since its creation in 1972,

INFONAVIT had a simple task: to help comply with the constitutional right that all Mexican

workers must have access to affordable housing. How would it do this? For each worker, the

Institute would create a savings fund equal to 5% of the workers' wages as a contribution from

their employers. These savings, plus an INFONAVIT credit and the worker's personal savings

would allow the worker to buy a house (See Diagram 1). A humongous task delegated to the

Institute, it centered its goal in allocating as many credits as possible under the premise that, the

larger the number of credits allocated, the larger the reduction in the housing deficit. By 2016,

INFONAVIT had allocated almost 9.5 million credits in Mexico, turning itself into the largest

mortgage lender in Latin America (see Graph 1)

' The National Housing Program is the key instrument used by the Mexican government to implement strategies that
help reach the objectives of the National Housing Policy.
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Graph 1 - Number of credits lent by INFONAVIT per year, since 1972.

Source: Own elaboration based on data from INFONAVIT (INFONAVIT, Indicadores

Operativos 2017)
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In Mexico, INFONAVIT's leading role comes also from the share of credits it allocates

yearly in comparison to other institutions. While there are different options for Mexicans to access

loans and credits for housing2 , INFONAVIT has turned itself as well into the largest mortgage

lender in Mexico (see Graph 2). In 2016, INFONAVIT alone lent 65% of all credits given for

affordable housing purchase to works that were eligible for CONAVI's subsidy' (CONAVI, Datos

Abiertos - Financiamiento de Vivienda 2016). This positions the Institution in a unique situation,

as it is clear it has greatly shaped the affordable housing market in Mexico. For decades, the

market has been driven by most of INFONAVIT's policies, and while the Institute has been

successful in increasing access to housing to Mexicans, its impact is so large-scale that any flaw

in its policies and programs disturbs and threatens the provision system.

Natlion'.1 credit llcin sh1ar1 per I11sAtit111i01

90.00'

80.00%

70.00%

60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%

-FOVISSSTE -SHF -INFONAVIT -BANCA -CONAVI

Graph 2 - Yearly distribution of the credit's allocation share by different mortgage lender institutions.

Source: Own elaboration based on data from CONAVI (CONAVI, Datos Abiertos - Financiamiento de Vivienda

2016)
1 BANCA refers to all private banks that lend credits for affordable housing

2 Those who share a significant stake of the affordable housing market in Mexico are INFONAVIT, Private Banks,
BANJERCITO (Bank of the Military), CFE (Federal Commission of Electricity), CONAVI, FONHAPO, FOVISSSTE,

Habitat Mexico, ISSFAM (Social Security Institute for the Mexican Army), SHF and PEMEX (Mexican Petroleums)

3 This means that eligible workers could access to both INFONAVIT's credit and CONAVI's land subsidy, which

requires them to have an income equal or less to 5 UMA.
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Given the importance of INFONAVIT in the housing market, in this thesis, the unit of

analysis will be the affordable housing market stock represented by INFONAVIT's accredited

housing developments and units. These units represent the epitome of housing allocation and

provision in Mexico and reflect the nature of private housing development in Mexico.

2. Affordable Housing Provision and Home Abandonment

What does the structure of this market, driven mainly by INFONAVIT, mean to affordable

housing planning in Mexico? Well, there is no doubt that there is a shortage of affordable housing

in Mexico, so under this system, the logical conclusion is that credit supply needs to keep growing.

As it is, credit allocation to Mexican states has increased exponentially since the beginning of the

2000's. This is not surprising, as INFONAVIT's state delegations4 are required to meet credit-

allocation objectives yearly and these cannot be less than the ones in previous years. So far this

strategy has been successful. Additionally, estimated demand ' has increased since 2006

(INFONAVIT 2017), and while these estimations greatly outnumber the credits allocated per year,

the underlying takeaway is that credit supply and demand for housing are constantly increasing.

However, when it comes to planning, it is not only credit supply that matters. This

significant number of credits needs to be understood geographically, as each credit represents the

opportunity of a worker or a family to buy a house, and this house needs to be somewhere. This

is relevant because this credit allocation system that erupted aggressively in the early 2000's (See

the change of the slope in the behavior of credit allocation in Graph 1) created an unregulated

housing market where affordable housing was developed wherever it was profitable for private

developers. Very cheap land was found in the outskirts of Mexican cities and consequently private

developers bought extensive amounts of land, expecting to develop them in the future for

I INFONAVIT is a centralized institution with a deconcentrated administration. Each Mexican state counts with an

INFONAVIT delegation that oversees the loans and mortgages portfolio expedited in that state.

I Number of new credit holders expected to be enrolled in a given year
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affordable housing. In a decentralized urban planning context like the Mexican one, it was just a

matter of time to see not only urban expansion growth (SEDESOL, La expansion de las ciudades

1980-2010 2012), but also extensive landscapes of abandoned houses. Since the late 2000's and

just before the Mexican housing crisis broke, INFONAVIT started recording significant amounts

of houses abandoned in its housing developments built after 2005.

Through the past nine years, housing abandonment has remained rather constant in Mexico.

In 2016 alone, INFONAVI estimated that 70,000 affordable housing units were abandoned', and

almost 90 million Mexican pesos (4.5M USD) were represented by non-performing loans

(INFONAVIT, Indicadores Operativos 2017). On the other side, we have an estimated housing

demand that outnumbers the number of credits allocated yearly, and while credit allocation

increases yearly for all states, in the past 20 years, states' housing deficit has decreased marginally,

in some cases roughly 12%'. In a country where there exists a clear demand for affordable housing,

there is also an ongoing phenomenon of housing abandonment, which paradoxically, is part of the

current state of affordable housing planning in Mexico.

3. How it All Began - The Roots of Housing Abandonment in Mexico

There is significant evidence that there is a systemic condition within the housing credit

provision system that perpetuates the housing abandonment problem and that goes beyond any

physical condition from the built environment. This condition finds its roots in the way credit

institutions operate, how and where private developers develop new housing and how affordable

housing planning is done at the municipal level. To understand how abandonment sprouts in

Mexico, it is not enough to understand the physical conditions that affect the abandoned houses.

6 This information comes directly from the Portfolio Management department of INFONAVIT Central Offices in Mexico

City and was retrieved on March 2017.
7 This number comes from an analysis made to calculate current housing deficits in the Mexican States. Complete data

can be found in Table 4 within Appendix A.
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To achieve that understanding, we must go further and analyze the planning decision-making

framework under which these houses exist.

Housing abandonment finds its initial roots in the institutional changes INFONAVIT

undertook in 1997 and the way affordable housing planning was envisioned by the incoming

Mexican federal administration at the beginning of the 2000s. On one side, recently elected

President Vicente Fox had enacted the 2001-2006 National Development Plan in which housing

deficit was portrayed as a major challenge to be tackled. New strategies to increase housing supply

were needed and the reinforcement of the private housing development market was an obvious

option (Presidency of Mexico 2001). On the other side, INFOANVIT had changed its strategy of

housing provision. Until 1997, INFONAVIT had focused its resources in building and supplying

housing with minimal impact on credit allocation. The 1997 reforms on the INFONVAIT Law

shifted this strategy, and the Institute would no longer focus on supply and housing construction.

Rather, it would be profiled as a financing institution that would focus on credit allocation

(Ordoiez Barba and Reyes Santos 2006, Camara de Diputados del H. Congreso de la Uni6n 1972).

However, there was a major challenge. Both strategies relied on a private market that was

rather non-existent. Until this point, the housing developer's market focused on sectors of the

population whose income levels were not within the main target of INFONAVIT's credit policy.

Therefore, while the Institute was focusing on strengthening its credit schemes, there was no

housing market for which those credits would target. To reactivate the market, INFONAVIT

conveyed the "Commitment for Housing Agreement8 " with developers and the Mexican state.

This agreement aimed to facilitate the process of credit allocation to workers, facilitate developers'

access to land, and provide as much information as possible to developers regarding the number

of credits allocated regionally so that they could invest in specific markets according to estimated

demand (M6ndez, et al. 2006).

8 Manuel Alejandro GonzAlez Arreola makes a detailed historical account of this agreement that can be reviewed in

Chapter three of "El Proceso de Modernizaci6n en el INFONAVIT 2001-2006, Estrategia, Redes y Liderazgo"
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This environment laid the groundwork for a massive credit allocation strategy. By 2001, the

housing deficit in Mexico had reached a major peak' and the transition team of Vicente Fox

established housing development and provision as a top priority of his presidency. This change

in the political setting also brought additional changes within the administrative organization of

INFONVIT. In 2001, Victor Manuel Borrais Setien was elected General Director of INFONAVIT.

With a background in accounting and public finance, Borris brought a strong vision of reinforcing

the financing structure of the Institute and increasing the number of housing credits in order to

meet the goals of the National Development Plan. This last need was particularly important for

the new administration of Borris. As Mariano Palacios Alcocer, ex Secretary of Labor and Social

Welfare mentioned when talking about the need to develop new credit options:

"...(it is necessary to develop new options) for all social groups, eradicate

discretional (methods) in future projects' terms of references, facilitate

(housing) financing options, simplify rules and construction permits and

reactivate the creation of land reserves linked to urban development programs"

(as cited in (Mindez, et al. 2006)).

All these political and financial ideas were later incorporated into a policy to enable the

allocation of 1.8 million of credits in a span of 6 years that resulted in the credit allocation behavior

shown on Graph 1 after 2001. Two additional triggering factors were important in consolidating

this new framework of housing supply and credit allocation. The first one was the influence the

World Bank had in the national housing policy at the end of the 80's and the beginning of the

90's that provided the foundation for free-market national housing policies. According to Boils,

the World Bank, which at that time had a strong influence in the financing of the housing market

in Mexico, aligned with the idea that "all housing development policies led by federal entities had

to be tailored towards strengthening the market under a free market model. This is why private

9 800,000 housing units were needed to be developed in order to breach the housing deficit gap.
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developers must be the structural element on which housing construction should rely. The state,

in any of its levels, should be limited in creating conditions that facilitate the functioning of

private developers" (Boils 2004). The second factor was the Mexican crisis of 1994. Like Martha

Schteingart and Beatriz Garcia record, the housing industry experimented with an important

increment in housing sales in comparison to other industries that were decaying (Schteingart and

Garcia 2006). Because of the fragile environment for investment, private banks recessed from

lending more mortgages leaving a fertile ground where INFONAVIT took a predominant role in

fulfilling the needs of providing loans to the low-income branch of the Mexican population

(Monkkonen 2009, Schteingart and Garcia 2006).

4. Housing Abandonment as a Product of Massive Construction

Once triggered, immense affordable housing construction became the key policy the Mexican

government undertook to allocate the large credit production result of the 1997 reforms. A process

identified as standardized (Lara Garcia 2016), it was also very successful and legitimate in its

beginning. Its legacy can be graphically described in the first eleven pages of the "Current State

of Housing in Mexico" yearly publications by CIDOC (CIDOC 2016), and that are shown in

Figure 1. Large fields of houses developed under this mass production system painted
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Figure 1 - Front pages of CIDOC's Current State of Housing in Mexico, years 2005-2013

Source: Own elaboration from CIDOC (CIDOC 2016)
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the Mexican landscape. Mexican cities' peripheries were stocked with large housing developments.

After INFONAVIT consolidated its credit policy, the housing construction market shifted

entirely to private developers. By 2004 CIDOC estimated that 300,000 housing units were

developed by private developers, and most of them were built to target INFONAVIT's market

(CIDOC 2004). From this point on, the market only increased and the role of developers was

considered equally as crucial as that of INFONAVIT in achieving the goal of providing housing

to Mexican families. By 2005, the common practice was the free-market led by developers: they

would buy large parcels of land, obtain construction permits for their development, develop the

public infrastructure within it, build the houses, and finally arrange the credit allocation (CIDOC

2005, Villavicencio Blanco and Durin Contreras 2003). This model worked and works perfectly

for them, the national and local governments, and INFONAVIT. By 2007 CIDOC reported that

2,600 private developers existed and that the market was concentrated within only nine of their

portfolios 0 (CIDOC 2007).

For governments, INFONAVIT, and developers, land was seen as an important and infinite

asset. The ideology of massive housing construction and credit allocation was at its peak and the

Mexican government was fostering an environment for it to succeed. CIDOC conveys this

sentiment in the following lines: "the urban land is the main asset for city's growth (...). For the

government, it is a challenge to align stakeholders around the value of this asset and achieve the

objectives of the policy and reach the goal of 6 million houses for the 2007-2012 period" (CIDOC

2007). Little consideration was given to urban expansion and housing abandonment, which were

negative externalities of the housing development model. On the contrary, this model was seen as

the solution to the housing deficit that the government needed to tackle. As CIDOC reported in

2007, "private developers' land reserves (...) are enough to keep on building for several years at

their current pace". By that time, the largest developer, GEO Houses, had estimated land reserves

0 HOMEX, Hogar, GEO, ARA, URBI, SADASI, CONDAK, PULTE.
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that would last for seven more years (CIDOC 2007). Until 2009, CIDOC and SHF were optimistic

about the efficiency of the provision system. While they acknowledged the impact the housing

crisis had in the Mexican market in 2008, they assumed a recovering market by 2009 (CIDOC

2009). This crisis had little effect as well in the ideology of massive construction. In 2009, the

government conveyed the National Pact for Housing, where developers reassured that they would

keep building houses to ensure the construction of 800,000 housing units by the end of 2009.

However, reality would eventually overcome this idealized state of planning. After the

housing crisis in the early years of the 2010's, INFONAVIT identified an increasing number of

non-performing loans. These were people that for some reason were not paying their mortgage

anymore. When INFONAVIT tracked these loans and visited people's homes, they found out that

these houses were already abandoned. Eventually, the housing abandonment phenomenon was

physically evident in major cities across Mexico. At the beginning it was believed the phenomenon

escalated due to the rise of migration and crime, as in 2006, President Felipe Calder6n initiated

the Mexican Drug War. At that time, these reasons were openly confirmed and accepted by

different INFONAVIT public officials (EXPANSION 2010, Carrasco Soto 2012, Sandoval Alarc6n

2012, J. Reyes 2012). However, years after the Mexican Drug War ended, the problem of

abandonment remained. Authors like Gabriel Garcia Moreno identified that, contrary to the

mainstream belief, crime and insecurity had little effect in determining abandonment in some

regions of the country (Garcia Moreno, El abandono de la vivienda como consecuencia de la

delincuencia e inseguridad urbanas 2012). What continued from that reality was an astonishing

number of reports by the media about complete housing developments that were either left under

construction or were partially or completely abandoned by its inhabitants. These reports spanned

from 2013 to present and reported different reasons why people were abandoning their homes:

undesirable environmental conditions such as lack of access to transportation and urban services

(water, sanitation, drainage, electricity, gas), lack of access to jobs, lack of access to educational

and recreational centers, etc (Reyes y Cabrera 2013, Salinas Cesireo 2015, Arias 2015, Monroy

2016). These developments, built amidst the housing "boom" in Mexico and as a response to a
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national policy of credit allocation, deployed in areas where municipal and urban services were

either underdeveloped or non-existent. In the rush of allocating credits and supplying new houses,

municipal governments issued construction permits to private developers in areas that were not

proper for urbanization. Under the promise that these developments would be equipped with

urban infrastructure and municipalities would supply public services, uninformed low-income

families moved to these developments. Eventually, they found out that these services would never

come, and that they had invested in a house that was not suitable for living. Undertaking an

extremely tough decision, these families abandoned their homes. They couldn't afford living there

anymore.

5. Understanding Abandomnent in the City Context

In Mexico, abandonment can be defined as an urban phenomenon in which families or

individuals decide to no longer live in a house they own or for which they are paying a mortgage.

As explained in the last chapter, abandonment has a multi-dimensional nature that seems to be

explained by various factors that span from built environment conditions to family or individual

characteristics of inhabitants. Previous efforts to understand what triggers abandonment in cities

have tried to explain that nature, and it was not until very recently that the Mexican government

and INFONAVIT have developed research on the phenomenon to better understand it.

Within the international context, factors of housing abandonment have been studied under

different lenses. Back in 2003, studies in Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles and New York showed

that property ownership, years of rent, proximity to other vacant lots and proximity to demolished

properties had an effect on determining abandonment (Hillier, et al. 2003). In 2006, the Lincoln

Institute of Land Policy developed a working paper to determine housing abandonment in Flint,

Michigan. Results showed that it was mainly socio-economic factors that determined housing

abandonment, specifically income level, employment status, owner/renter tenancy, race, and

educational attainment (Basset, Schweitzer and Panken 2006). On studying different definitions
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of "abandonment", V. Morckel (2014) was able to identify that local conditions and understanding

of abandonment might be crucial in understanding its factors. In general, population loss,

understood as the declining of population on central cities, and property taxes, are two of the

most cited reasons for housing abandonment (Morckel 2014, Marcuse 1985, White 1986, Wilson

and Margulis 1994), but other tested variables that proved relevant range from the decline of

property values (Marcuse 1985), the decline in income and financial capacity of home-owners

(Marcuse 1985, Scafidi 1998, Basset, Schweitzer and Panken 2006), the widespread process of

suburbanization (White 1986), location, accessibility and proximity to city centers (Wilson and

Margulis 1994, Basset, Schweitzer and Panken 2006), crime and safety (Basset, Schweitzer and

Panken 2006), the decline of public and commercial services (Tucker 2013) and not surprisingly,

proximity to abandoned housing (Scafidi 1998, Hillier, et al. 2003, Han 2013).

As mentioned before, it was not until recently that researchers conducted studies to identify

factors of housing abandonment in Mexico. In 2011, Landy Sinchez and Clara Salazar (2011)

reported that international migration, housing finance policy and housing oversupply were key

determinants of housing abandonment; these were later tested by Paavo Monkkonen (2014) using

a statistical approach, confirming their relevance. Later in 2013, Jesus Enriquez and Sarah Bernal

(2013) developed a study that identified that economic crisis, income and habitability conditions

(housing location, housing quality, security, among others) were factors that produced housing

abandonment in Sonora. Similarly, qualitative approaches on the effect of crime and safety in

urban areas have been developed. Findings show that in Ciudad Juarez crime and delinquency do

not play an important role on determining abandonment (Garcia Moreno 2012) but housing

overproduction does determine vacancy in the city (Fuentes and Hernindez 2014). Francisco Lara

(2016) used census data to identify housing abandonment factors in Tijuana, among which he

found that social demographics and educational attainment were significant.

In 2015, CIDOC stated that from among those states with the highest rates of abandonment,

a significant amount of abandoned housing was built in places without public services, transit
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infrastructure, nor urban amenities (CIDOC 2015). Specifically, CIDOC identified that distance

to job centers was the most important reason for housing abandonment. However, the level of

aggregation of the data used for the study does not account for the specific urban contexts where

housing projects are developed within cities or metropolitan areas. The most recent studies on

abandonment in Mexico or Mexican cities are those of Ackermann, et al. (2015) and INFONAVIT

(2012). These studies find similar results to those found in prior studies, but since they use

INFONAVIT household data in their approaches, they find that financial vulnerabilities of credit-

holders might play an important role in determining abandonment.

6. Why Is Abandonment Important and Who Is to Be Held Accountable?

Housing abandonment represents a crisis that goes beyond the political and economic

capacities of the Mexican government. This crisis finds its roots in the social dynamic of occupying

space and living in it. The phenomenon reveals a behavior that reflects the lifestyle of Mexicans:

"if my house does not satisfy my living conditions, then I leave". Housing abandonment is, in the

end, an indicator that highlights, among others, deficiencies in housing, financial capacities and

the built environment that Mexicans need to satisfy their living conditions.

For the great majority of Mexicans, buying a house represents a life effort. The main sector

of the population that INFOANVIT covers has been historically disenfranchised from access to

quality housing. These ideas are not fundamentally emotional. Very recently, Francisco Lara

found that perceptions on abandonment significantly differed across levels of government and in

relationship to the sense of belonging to the house (Lara Garcia 2016). Mexicans live, in fact, in

a country of unequal rights and opportunities that deliver different perceptions of the reality. Last

year, INFONAVIT published a report that captures this reality:

"30% of credit-holders are unsatisfied with the amount of the credit they

undertook in relationship with the housing unit they received,
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42% are discontent with how far they live from transportation, retail centers,

schools and religious centers,

48% would not buy their house with the same developer if they could chose,

37% invest two hours or more to travel and return from work,

32% reports that the housing development where they live has no maintenance,

And finally, 45% reports that given the case they could not afford to pay the

credit anymore, they would prefer to leave the house". (CIDS, Vivienda 2016)

Analyzing these views, different stakeholders have been involved in the process of fostering

that environment. While it is easy to target INFONAVIT as the culprit, in reality other actors

have had more influence in shaping the housing development model and therefore, their effect on

abandonment. Abandonment, in the end, is not only the result of an unmeasured strategy of

credit allocation, but also of an unregulated market of housing construction and weak strategies

of affordable housing planning from municipalities.

If the Mexican government wants to truly improve the quality of life of the majority of

Mexicans, then it should start thinking of new innovative strategies to better allocate and build

affordable housing. Not only because it is a constitutional right, but because of what it represents

to Mexican families.
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CHAPTER 2: Spatial Analysis of Housing Abandonment in Guadalajara

The previous chapter has given us an explanation on why the phenomenon of home

abandonment perpetuates in Mexican cities. It is clear that it this is due to a combination of weak

or null municipal planning capacities and a provision system that looks to allocate as many credits

as possible under a massive housing construction system. Moving forward, cities in Mexico are

starting to realize the importance of addressing the home abandonment problem. Previous

approaches to reduce home abandonment have been weak on delivering the expected results as

the credit provision system remains the main strategy to provide affordable housing in Mexico.

In giving a new vision to approach the problem of housing abandonment in cities, the

Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara has developed a new metropolitan urban development plan

(POTmet) to allocate affordable housing and reduce home abandonment. Like many other cities

in the country, Guadalajara has suffered from unregulated urban planning that has dispersed

affordable housing all across the city borders. Abandonment itself is a large social issue, for the

reasons presented already in the previous chapter. It is a problem that reflects an informal

planning reality that leaves indefensible entire areas of cities. The phenomenon also reflects a lack

of institutional capacities to provide services and infrastructure.

In this chapter I want to present the magnitude of the home abandonment problem that

Guadalajara currently faces and that the POTmet needs to address. The idea behind doing this

analysis is to show how the nature of abandonment explained in the previous chapter materializes

in the spatial form of the city of Guadalajara, and analyze where Guadalajara's planners should

direct their efforts. If POTmet brings new metropolitan efforts to consolidate better planning in

Guadalajara, then they need to remain cognizant of this current reality to properly address it.
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1. The Spatial Form of Abandonment in Guadalajara

The Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara (MAG) is comprised by 9 municipalities and is the

second largest metropolitan area in Mexico. By 2010, it had a population of almost 5 million

inhabitants (INEGI 2010) and according to estimations from CONAPO, its population growth

ratio is constantly increasing (CONAPO 2012).
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Figure 2 - Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara.

Source: Map extracted from the POTmet and developed by IMEPLAN (IMEPLAN 2016). Data

INVONAVIT.
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Also, the MAG has one of the largest percentages of home abandonment in Mexico. In the

MAG, almost 7% of the total houses credited by INFONAVIT are abandoned, which sums up to

approximately 35,000 units according to INFONAVIT and RUV since 2008 (Portfolio

Management Department and Credit Department 2017, Housing Single Registry 2017).

Unfortunately, because of the way INFONAVIT records their abandoned homes, this is only a
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proxy which in reality, is always lower than the true amount of abandoned homes". Tlajomulco,

one of the MAG's municipalities, currently holds the record of the largest amount of abandoned

homes within a single municipality in Mexico. The distribution of these houses in the MAG is

presented in Table 1.

Municipality Total Population (px) Home Abandonment (%)

Tlajomulco de Zdfiiga 549,442 58.48%

Ixtlahuacain de los membrillos 53,045 19.94%

Zapopan 132,272 9.68%

Tonali 536,111 4.94%

El Salto 183,437 3.01%

San Pedro Tlaquepaque 664,193 2.77%

Juanacatlin 179,55 0.84%

Guadalajara 1,460,148 0.29%

Zapotlanejo 63,634 0.04%

4,860,237

Table 1 - Percijtme of Home Aboadonient for all INFONAVIT developmients per ninicipality

Source: Own elaboration based on data from INFONAVIT (I. Portfolio Management Department 2017) and INEGI

(INEGI 2010).

However, this table tells us about how the phenomenon of abandonment is present in the

spatial form of the city. In the first chapter I described how certain policies regarding credit

allocation and massive housing provision have triggered the phenomenon. This provision scheme

has given the city of Guadalajara a particular abandonment landscape best described in Map 1.

As we can see in the map, abandoned houses are mainly clustered in the periphery of the

metropolitan area. Zapopan, Tlajomulco de Znfiiga and Ixtlahuacin de los Membrillos collect the

largest stock of abandoned houses.

1 INFONAVIT only records that a house is abandoned after the credit-holder stops paying his credit, after several

months. However, some credit-holders that don't live in their homes, keep paying the credit. While this is not the

definition of abandonment this thesis studies, it is important to recognize the effect it an unoccupied unit has in

influencing abandonment in other close to it.
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Map 1 - Spatial distribution of abandoned homes in Guadalajara

Source: Own elaboration based on data from INFONAVIT, RUV, CIDS and ESRI



2. Current Efforts to Reduce Abandonment: The Land Reserve's Consolidation
Program in Guadalajara

To reduce home abandonment, different national and state housing and urban development

policies have been implemented in Guadalajara. Before 2013, all of them focused primarily on

housing provision while balancing aspects of urban development such as urban sprawl. Some

examples of these are the National Housing Policy, the National Housing Program, and the

National Program for Access to Subsidy for Housing Solutions.

It was not until 2013 that the first program that sought to regulate affordable housing

construction while reducing the large rates of abandonment in Mexico was implemented. The

program is called the Land Reserve's Consolidation Program and is sponsored and developed by

the National Housing Commission. (SEGOB 2014). This is the first planning tool developed at

any government level that looks to regulate where affordable housing is built in cities. The

program has three objectives summarized as follows: densify urban land through vertical

affordable housing construction in urban cores; foster a financial environment in which low-income

individuals (2.6 or less SMGVM") can access intra-urban vertical affordable housing; and reduce

greenhouse gases emissions from affordable housing units. This program was formulated to counter

the consequences of the massive production scheme that took place in the early 2000's. The

physical effects of that policy are visible in the accelerated urban expansion of Mexican cities and

the large landscapes of housing abandonment that took place in those housing developments.

How does this program work? As Diagram 1 shows, right-holders can buy a house with the

help of INFONAVIT and a federal land subsidy, expedited by CONAVI. The program restricts

access to that federal land subsidy (that previously was not regulated, hence eligible subjects could

apply and obtain it) based on a land-development restriction policy, where intra-urban and peri-

1 In Spanish, Salario Minimo General Vigente Mensual, which stands for Minimum Current Monthly Salary. This is

an average monthly rate used by federal policies to measure ranges of subsidies according to people's income.
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urban areas around and within cities are identified as eligible or not for the land subsidy. Therefore,

only credit-holders who buy houses built within those areas are eligible for that land-subsidy.

The areas into which the program divides the city are commonly called Urban Contention

Polygons (PCU). Each is defined using geo-spatial methodologies considering the following

aspects: PCU1, or the inter-urban areas, are defined by those AGEB'si3 that contain sources of

employment and where each AGEB can at least host 250 jobs; PCU2 is defined by those AGEB'

in which at least 75% of the housing units have access to water and sewage; PCU3, also called

"growth areas next to the consolidated city", are defined by buffer zones outside each PCU2 in

spans between 100 and 900 meters. The number of buffers around each PCU2 that are PCU3 is

defined by the total city population. For example, a city that has a population of 50,000

inhabitants is only eligible to have 500 meters of buffers (5 buffers), whereas cities with more than

one million of inhabitants can utilize buffers of up to 900 meters (9 buffers) (CONAVI 2015).

Each house built within any of the polygons is given a score based on the polygon in which

it was developed and based on other built environment conditions (such as house dimensions,

access to urban services, schools, hospitals and transportation) (SEDATU 2016). The higher the

score the house receives, the larger the subsidy the credit-holder gets to buy that house. Sometimes,

credit-holders would be eligible for a federal subsidy that goes up to 70,000 Mexican pesos (3,500

USD), which in some cases accounts for 25% of the total value of the house. If we consider that

any given individual would have its own personal savings and the savings from the INFONAVIT

fund, the amount of credit he or she would need would be significantly less with the additional

federal land subsidy.

Since this is a policy that directly targets the amount of subsidy a credit-holder can get

from the federal government when buying a house, it indirectly regulated where private

13 In Spanish, Area Geoestadistica B6,sica Espacial, equivalent to Census Tract in America.
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developers built in the city. The logic behind this program is that developers would try to build

in PCU1 or PCU2, and closer to the city center (where jobs are concentrated). That way, credit-

holders would be eligible for more subsidy and it would be easier to sell those houses.

In Guadalajara, PCU's also give form to the city, and as Map 2 shows, they seem to be

spatially correlated to clusters of abandoned housing. In fact, in Guadalajara, 62% of all housing

financed by INFONAVIT is located in PCU3 and only 5% is located in PCU1. From the total

universe of abandoned homes, proportionally 67% is located in PCU3 and only 4% in PCU1. This

shows the limitations this program has had in fostering construction in the city center. Later in

this thesis, there are other circumstances that define affordable housing planning in Guadalajara

that the Land Reserve's Consolidation Program fails to capture. Perhaps, for future research on

abandonment and affordable planning policy in Guadalajara and Mexico, it would be interesting

to rethink this program to capture those circumstances that were previously unconsidered.
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Map 2 - Distribution of abandoned homes in Guadalajara over the Urban Contention Polygons

Source: Own elaboration based on information from INFONAVIT, RUV, CIDS and ESRI
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3. Determinants of Housing Abandonment in Guadalajara

If the objective of the POTmet is to reduce housing abandonment in Guadalajara, then

what factors of abandonment should the plan consider? As explained in the previous chapter,

most of the identified determinants of abandonment in Mexican cities are related to conditions of

the built environment, and INFONAVIT and the Mexican government have relied on these

findings to develop their policies. For example, the Land Reserve's Consolidation Program aims

to reduce construction in the periphery as a way to increase access to urban services.

INFONAVIT's programs of House Improvement and House Expansion look to enhance the

physical characteristics of houses to increase the quality of life of its inhabitants and reduce home

abandonment. However, Guadalajara and Mexican cities need to have certainty that these are the

issues policy efforts should be targeting. Most importantly, if the POTmet wants to effectively

address abandonment, they need to have a good understanding about the local conditions that

trigger abandonment.

An example of how this better understanding of determinants could be achieved is presented

in Appendix B. In Appendix B, I present an initial statistical approximation to explain the decision

of an individual to abandon its home. The model is not limited to data from the built environment,

but also uses data from INFONAVIT and the financial status of credit-holders (See Figure 3,

Table 5 and Table 6). This model, however, is only a reference of how further research on this

line could be done, and for the purposes of this thesis, I won't use it to draw conclusions.

As a proxy to understand the determinants of home abandonment if Guadalajara, I will use

two research documents elaborated for INFONAVIT that look to explain what accounts for

abandonment in Mexican cities (national level). The first document was developed by C230 Group,

and it shows that the three top predictors of abandonment in Mexico are the location of the house,

loss of job and the size of the house (C230 Consultores 2012). The second document was developed

by Ackerman et. al., and they divide predictors in two groups, those related to the built
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environment and those related to the financial vulnerabilities of credit-holders (Ackermann, et al.

2015). The three tops predictors regarding the built environment are the ECUVE Index, the

number of restaurant employees within 5km and the number of employees within 5km. On the

financial vulnerabilities group, they found that INFONAVIT's Risk Index was the top predictor,

followed by the years since the loan was granted and income. Diagram 2 shows the list of top

predictors extracted from these two studies.

C230 GROUP ACKERMAN ET. AL.

Financial Vulnerabilities

Loss of job

Built Environment
Location of the house
Size of the house
Quality of the house
Cime
Materials of the house
Lack of Public Services

Risk Index
Years since loan was granted and amount of loan
Income
Loan Account Value
Colonia Minimum Sales Price
Loan Interest Rate
Age

Lbi
ECUVE Index
Number of restaurant employees within 5km
Number of employees within 5km
Number of businesses within 5km
Number of hospitals within 5km
Age * Number of schools within 5km
Number of churches within 5km
Municipality Passenger buses over 1000 inhabitants

Diagram 2 - Top Predictors of Abandonment in Mexican Cities

Source: C230 Group and Ackerman et. al. (Ackermann, et al. 2015, C230 Consultores 2012)

Important to note is how these studies, made at the same level of analysis, show different

top predictors. It sheds light on the importance of doing analysis of abandonment determinants

at disaggregated levels (metropolitan area, municipality, housing development). Even with these

differences between those two studies, we can confirm the multi-dimensional nature of

abandonment and previous knowledge on what determines abandonment (See Chapter 1, section

5). The following section of this chapter will discuss how data on abandonment from the
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Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara aligns to these determinants, in order to find evidence of the

variety of determinants in the city, and how this should be reflected in different areas policy-

makers and IMEPLAN should focus when trying to target abandonment.

4. Discussion of the Phenomenon of Housing Abandonment in Guadalajara

When looking at the growth pattern of abandonment in the MAG shown in Figure 7, it is

clear that Guadalajara's problem of abandonment is not too different from other Mexican cities

or from that portrayed in Chapter 1. Abandoned homes have been clustering in the periphery

since the phenomenon started being recorded, and on average, the rate of abandonment in the

MAG has not decreased from 8.5%. Clearly there are some systemic conditions that help

perpetuate this spatial pattern.
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Top predictors of home abandonment, described in the last section, are the key to

understand why this pattern happens. The first one is the geographic allocation of housing units.

Since 2010, at least 40% of all affordable housing built in the State of Jalisco has been clustered

in Tlajomulco de Zdfiga, followed by Zapopan and Tonald (See Table 2). Tlajomulco de Zdn-iga

and Zapopan are also the municipalities with the highest rate of abandonment in the MAG.

Massive construction here seems to be creating an environment where, in underserved areas like

these two municipalities, abandonment rates increase. This can also be explained by the argument

that once abandonment begins, there is a spillover effect in neighboring developments. In Figure

6 we can see these spatial effects in a housing development located in Tlajomulco de Zunfiga. Here,

in time 0, near December 2013, the rate of abandonment was 10%. 3 years later in 2016, the rate

escalated to 30%, having its peak in January 2015.
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Figure 3 - Spillover effect of abandonment.

A graphical representation of abandonment events in a time series, where each frame represents a. month and the

distance between each T is 3 months. In T=O, black dots represent the abandoned homes in that month. In T=1, red

dots represent the new homes that were abandoned that month, and black dots represent the cumulative of all

abandoned homes from previous months.

Source: Created by the author based on data from INFOANVIT, RUV, CIDS, INEGI and ESRI
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Figure 4 - Historic evolution of the housing market and housing abandonment in Guadalajara

The map shows inhabited (blue) and abandoned houses per year.

Source: Created by the author based on data from INFONAVIT, RUV and CIDS
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While some affordable housing has been developed in the center of Guadalajara, in the past

9 years, most of it has been developed in the periphery. This number goes up to almost 85% of

the total affordable housing stock in Guadalajara according to RUV and CIDS (RUV 2017, CIDS

2017). The Housing Typology" variable, represented by the predictor Size of the house, behaves

similarly. In the past 7 years, only 15% of the total housing stock has been developed as vertical

housing, and during 2016, only 12% was developed as vertical housing. Currently, 92% of the

horizontal housing stock in the MAG is concentrated in the periphery of the city. Therefore, in

these areas where the patterns of abandonment are visible, housing is built massively and

horizontally.

Both C230 and Ackerman et. al. introduce the relevance financial vulnerabilities have in

determining home abandonment. Both state that unemployment or access to jobs and income

have an influence in the decision of abandoning a home, and as data shows, 83% of all credits lent

by INFONAVIT in Guadalajara since 2010, were issued to very low-income or low-income

individuals (Portfolio Management Department and Credit Department 2017, CIDS 2017) among

which 92% had very low Risk Indexes", which means that they were very likely to lose their jobs.

There seems to be a correlation in between being economically vulnerable and accessibility to jobs.

However, more relevant to the discussion of spatial location of abandonment is the fact that the

homes were these individuals live are cheap (97% of those with low Risk index and Low Income

live in social housing1 6 ) and are located in the periphery of the city, between PCU3 and outside

PCU3. As Table 3 shows, the municipalities with the highest concentration of affordable housing

in the State are also those that collect the cheapest housing. On average, the price of housing in

the periphery is 195,000 Mexican Pesos (9,750 USD), just above the threshold of economic units

(those that are provided to very-low income families/individuals). This predictor is better

represented in Map 3, where it is clearly shown that there is a spatial correlation between location

" To see a complete definition of this variable and, please see Table 5 and Table 6

15To see a complete definition of this variable and, please see Table 5 and Table 6

' To see a complete definition of this variable and, please see Table 5 and Table 6
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in the periphery and low-cost houses. Other top predictors of abandonment also show spatial

correlation with abandonment. For example, houses located in areas where marginalization and

unemployment rates are high (related to the financial vulnerabilities of credit-holders), where the

built environment is mostly driven by single uses (residential), and where availability of jobs is

scarce, were within or surrounded clusters of abandonment. Additionally, the majority of jobs in

Guadalajara are concentrated in the center of the city, making these houses built in the periphery

complete islands inaccessible to jobs. Some of these important relationships are shown in Map 4,

Map 5, Map 6 and Map 7.
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Map 7 - Spatial relationship between Marginalization and Abandonment (Top Left Corner)

Map 6 - Spatial relationship between Diversity Index and Abandonment (Right Top Corner)

Map 5 - Spatial relationship between Job/Population ratio and Abandonment (Bottom Right Corner)

Map 4 - Spatial relationship between Unemployment and Abandonment (Bottom Right Corner)
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CHAPTER 3: Guadalajara's Strategy to Address Housing Abandonment - The

POTmet

Given the current abandonment conditions presented in the last chapter, how is Guadalajara

addressing the abandonment problem?

In 2016, the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara, looking to reduce home abandonment and

regulate urban and housing development, implemented a metropolitan urban development plan

that captures the new vision of the city's urban development: the POTmet. For the housing

abandonment problem, good metropolitan coordination is important since affordable housing

planning relies on municipalities. Metropolitan coordination means the overlap of different

municipal autonomies for a greater good. Here, understanding and resolving the housing

abandonment phenomenon becomes much more complex, because it depends on the collaboration

of different entities with different goals for the housing market. In this sense, the creation of an

urban development plan that considers housing as a fundamental cornerstone of development and

additionally does it at a metropolitan level leads the way to develop solutions for the housing

abandonment problem. In an urban national system that grows with such speed in number of

metropolitan areas, Guadalajara represents a unique governance model in the country. Its urban

development proposal, particularly on abandonment, can act as an example for emerging

metropolitan areas and even trigger conversations to develop federal housing policies.

In this third chapter I examine POTmet's strategy for affordable housing planning, how it

works and how it plans to regulate housing development. To provide a strong understanding on

how the plan was developed, which will be further studied in the next chapter, I include a roadmap

through the history of the metropolitan governance in Guadalajara, and how different policy

changes led to the creation of both IMEPLAN and POTmet.
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1. Metropolitan Governance in Guadalajara

A historic pioneer in Metropolitan coordination in Mexico, Guadalajara's metropolitan

government model is extremely simple. It consists of three legal bodies created in 2008 through

modifications made in Jalisco's Urban Code: the Metropolitan Coordination Board (MCB), the

Metropolitan Institute of Planning (IMEPLAN) and the Metropolitan Citizen Council (MCC)

(Congreso del Estado de Jalisco 2008). Diagram 3 summarizes the roles of these institutional

entities (Congreso del Estado de Jalisco 2008).

Metropolitan
Coordination

Board

9 mayors + Jalisco governor
Approves planning strategies

1ST METROPOLITAN
GOVERNMENT IN MEXICO

Metropolitan
Institute of
Planning
IMEPLAN

Develops planning
strategies

POTmet
Metropolitan Plan of Territorial Arrangement

Council
(Ciz 

en Civic

Oversees planning
strategies

Diagram 3 - Metropolitan Government Structure in Guadalajara

Between the Institutes, they share the activities of proposing, reviewing and implementing

development plans and programs at the metropolitan level. The model is clear: the MCB is a

political entity that generates an agenda of metropolitan objectives. It is led by Jalisco's governor

and the 9 mayors of the municipalities that conform the MAG. The IMEPLAN is in charge of

developing and implementing strategies to reach those metropolitan objectives. One example of

these strategies is the POTmet. The MCC reviews and oversees that plans developed by
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IMEPLAN cover the metropolitan agenda, and it's formed by members of civil society and

academia.

While Jalisco's Urban Code of 2008 had already given definition to these bodies, it was not

until 2011 that the legal means to support them was created: Jalisco's Metropolitan Coordination

Law. This law was first introduced between 2008 and 2009 by the Metropolitan Affairs

Commission in the Congress led by Enrique Alfaro, current governor of Guadalajara and, at that

time, Local Deputy of the LVIII Legislature Congress of Jalisco. The Law was initially rejected

by Governor Emilio Gonzilez" and after that, during a two-year period, the law was reviewed to

be submitted again. In 2011, Enrique Alfaro, the governor of Tlajomulco de Zuniiga at that time,

pitched the Law's approval, motivated in part by the needs of the metropolitan area, and

particularly the MAG, regarding issues of water provision, crime and transportation1 8. These

would become the first needs discussed in the broader metropolitan agenda.

2. Urban Policy Changes in Guadalajara: An Urban Metropolitan Agenda

It is no surprise that Guadalajara was the first metropolitan area in Mexico to move towards

the consolidation of efforts in metropolitan governance. Previous to 2011, Guadalajara had already

experimented with other metropolitan governments, particularly those regarding water

distribution with SIAPA"9 and the Metropolitan Council of Guadalajara (Arellano Rios 2014).

Boosting a Law that could formalize metropolitan coordination among municipalities continued

with that legacy of metropolitan vision. It was this metropolitan urban planning legacy that

7 Even though the rejection of the Law was funded with legal bounds in 2008 (EL INFORMADOR 2010), it is difficult

not to wonder if the dismissal was driven by political interests. In that time, the Law was promoted by the Revolutionary

Institutional Party (PRI) who governed five of the nine municipalities of the MAG (Guadalajara, El Salto, Tlaquepaque,
Tonali and Zapopan).
18 This event helped him consolidate a strong group of constituents in Tlajomulco. It also allowed a change in the

political panorama of the MAG in the following years.

1 Inter-municipal system of Water Provision and Sewage, in Spanish, Sistema Intermunicipal de los Servicios de Agua

Potable y Alcantarillado
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Guadalajara had experimented with 0 that settled the initial vision of IMEPLAN as a body that

would focus on addressing urban issues. As Ramiro Hernandez Garcia2 1 mentioned in 2012 about

the future of the metropolitan efforts and IMEPLAN,

"The Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara entered a period of (urban)

decomposition. Not always does autonomy warrant efficiency, and I believe that

this time (municipal) autonomy has resulted in dispersion and disorder. Today

we live in a dispersed metropolitan area (...) and I believe that this will be a

great opportunity to build a consolidation process, of reintegration and

reorganization of the city (of Guadalajra)" (El Informador 2012).

Since 2008, there was an intention to solve the urban mobility, water supply, solid waste,

public security and urban sprawl problems at a metropolitan level. These were the broader issues

that municipalities were calling to attention, and that Alfaro, joined by the Metropolitan

Commission and later by its Tlajomulco constituency, brought to attention in the Congress that

later approved the metropolitan Law. However, after the Law was approved and the metropolitan

bodies were legally implemented in 2011, the first actions for their metropolitan agenda were still

unclear. Initial conversations in the 2011 Congress focused attention on the larger issues of water

supply and security (Comision de Asuntos Metropolitanos LX Legislatura 2012). Later on, these

conversations were undertaken by the Metropolitan Coordination Board, eventually leading in the

creation of the final Metropolitan Agenda in 2012 that stated six priority urban areas: public

security, sustainable mobility, water supply, public spaces and green areas, pollution and air

quality, and the right and access to the city. Additionally, there was a seventh task, which was

20 This can be seen in the numerous attempts to bring metropolitan coordination to the area, shown in previous

development plans and bodies like the 1947 Urban Improvement Law for Guadalajara, Zapopan, Tlaquepaque and

Chapala, the 1967 Urban Coordination Commission of the Atemajac Valley, the 1978 Regional Urban Development

Commission of Guadalajara, SIAPA in 1978, the Regional Urban Plan of Guadalaja and the Arrangement Plan of the

Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara in the early 80's (Arellano Rfos 2014).
21 Mayor of Guadalajara in 2012
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to finish develop the body in charge of strategically thinking of how to approach those urban

issues: IMEPLAN (Gobierno del Estado y Municipios 2014).

However, the discussions around these urban issues and the future of IMEPLAN remained

on pause until 2014 when IMEPLAN was officially created 22 . And even then, they faced serious

delays as the first director of IMEPLAN, Alberto Orozco, was not able to prove that his

appointment was driven by political interests23 , resulting in his unexpected resignation. It wasn't

until 2015, when the political scenario in the MAG had changed already, that the discussions

around the metropolitan agenda took place again. And by then, the final definition of the

metropolitan agenda was also influenced by the political scenario14 . Enrique Alfaro, as the leader

of the Metropolitan Board Coordination and mayor of Guadalajara, was able to appoint the new

and current director of IMEPLAN, Ricardo Gutierrez Padilla. As the journal La Cr6nica Jalisco

recorded, Padilla set IMEPLAN's priorities around territorial arrangement and urban

development of the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara (G6mez 2015).

2 Even after the approval of the 2011 Metropolitan Coordination Law, the process of the creation of the IMEPLAN

extended for three more years. Essentially the delay was due to Municipal elections in the MAG in 2012, the lack of

economic resources from municipalities to contribute to the initial fund of IMEPLAN and the formal geographic

definition of the MAG that would include a new municipality, Zapotlanejo (for its acronym in Spanish, Guadalajara's

Metropolitan Area) (Arellano Bios 2014). During the commotion of the 2012 governmental elections, PRI's primordial

focus was obtaining control of Jalisco's government in 2012, achieving this objective on July 1st of that same year.

This political transition positioned 5 municipalities under PRI's control.
2* The assignment of IMEPLAN's first director, Alberto Orozco, created a scene of political tension as it was viewed

as a "top-down" decision. On one side, civil society, demanded legitimacy in the election process, as it was promised

in 2012 bye the Metropolitan Coordination Board (Arellano Rios 2014). This sector worried that the imposition of

Alberto Orozco was driven by political interests. They also stated that the nomination was not open to civil society

or academia members (Cdrdenas Mendoza 2014).

24 By 2015, both PRI and PAN had lost most of the municipalities comprising the MAG, and Movimiento Ciudadano,
led by Alfaro, took control of 5 municipalities.
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Figure 5 - Political Transition in the MAG

Source: Own elaboration

With this new vision, IMEPLAN evolved into an Institution that would focus on developing

strategies regarding urban development. Not to say that initially it was not envisioned that way,

but the shift in the political scene settled the final definition of the proposed actions of IMEPLAN.

In words of Arist6teles Sandoval when talking about the future of IMEPLAN, the other artifice

alongside Alfaro in consolidating metropolitan coordination (Arellano Rios 2014),

"This period has to be of consolidation of the big projects and urban planning,

has to focus in smart growth and a new vision of territorial management, that

generates conditions of development, competition, but also social welfare, equity.

Bad planning or lack of planning has its (consequences) that today have

generated more poverty, abandonment and this, as a consequence, carries out

insecurity and poor economic development".

Finally, with Ricardo Padilla, IMEPLAN established the current Metropolitan Agenda,

which is basically an Urban Metropolitan Agenda, that covers 8 urban issues that go beyond the

initial water and security issues: urban security, public spaces, urban mobility, a new model of

housing provision, environmental management, strategic planning for development, metropolitan

management and risk management. The next sections and chapter will focus on explaining the

housing provision strategy and how it was envisioned.
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3. Building Planning Capacities in the MAG: The IMEPLAN and Affordable Housing
Framework

The affordable housing planning framework in the MAG is not too different from that of

other Mexican cities. In the Area, each municipality has to develop their own housing plan based

on the National Housing Program. Some municipalities have their own Housing Agencies that

oversee the elaboration of these plans and their implementation, and these agencies also help

provide affordable housing to very low-income individuals and families. Also, these

agencies/municipalities get financial and planning support from the Housing Institute of Jalisco,

which is the housing agency that oversees affordable housing provision for very low income

individuals and families in the State of Jalisco. Parallel to the municipal and state systems, the

planning framework includes the INFONAVIT delegation in Jalisco, which oversees all credits

issued in the State of Jalisco, and CANADEVI Jalisco, which is the private developers' union.

After the Metropolitan Coordination Law was introduced and IMEPLAN was created, the

need for a strategic plan to allocate housing, and urban development in general, was brought as

a priority. In this sense, Jalisco's Urban Code, and later the Organic Statute of the Metropolitan

Coordination Instances of the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara, indicated the means under which

these priorities were to be developed. These means were three documents to be developed by

IMEPLAN: the POTmet, the Metropolitan Risk Map and the PDM (for its acronym in Spanish,

Metropolitan Development Program) (Gobierno del Estado de Jalisco 2014).

After 2015 with Padilla in charge, the first task of the IMEPLAN was to develop the

POTmet, plan that "supports and gives legal enforcement to the decisions of territorial planning

promoted by the IMEPLAN" (IMEPLAN 2016). After many years of unstructured urban planning,

the inter-municipal coordination launched this plan that aims to provide structure to city growth

and contain urban sprawl. This document states the basic elements of urban development in the
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territory and its limitations and restrictions on the construction of new development areas.

Verbatim, the POTmet is described as:

"...a metropolitan planning instrument for the territory arrangement that

prescribes limiting elements of classification and spatial indication. It is an

immediate reference for the urban development instruments of territorial

arrangement from the nine municipalities that conform Guadalajara's

Metropolitan Area (IMEPLAN, Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial

Metropolitano 2016)."

Additionally, the POTmet respects the municipalities' autonomy while being a mandatory

document. Since Article 115 is still active, the POTmet doesn't substitute municipal development

plans or violate the capacity of municipalities to develop them. Rather, the POTmet is a legal

document on which the nine municipalities that make Guadalajara's metropolitan area should

base their municipal development plans. The compulsory element of the document is backed up

by Jalisco's Urban Code, which at the same time is the legal basis of POTmet's functioning.

The relevance of the POTmet in the problem of housing abandonment is that it recognizes

and enforces recognition of affordable housing planning as a central axis of urban development.

This is because, to develop the POTmet, different parameters were considered, and housing was

one of them. Specifically in the development of new housing, POTmet determines the new areas

that can be urbanized in the MAG and it restricts construction outside those areas. Chapter 5 of

the POTmet describes that,

"The proposed territorial arrangement will set the bases for the city's urban

sprawl, avoiding the replication of the anarchic and uncoordinated model that

promotes the partial planning of municipal order (IMEPLAN 2016)."
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On June 27, 2016 POTmet was officially approved by the nine municipalities of the MAG and

Jalisco's governor. Since that moment, and for the first time in Mexican history, a metropolitan

planning instrument was of mandatory observation. As Enrique Alfaro stated about the history

of Guadalajara's metropolitan planning:

"Other instruments were created, but they were never instated, they never had

legal value nor they were an instrument that dictated, formally and legally, the

decision-making process by the councils, and the existence of these documents

is what explains the urban chaos in which Guadalajara ended up in (Villasefior

2016)."

The process of consolidating the metropolitan government in Guadalajara took some years

after 2008 and it was not until 2015 that IMEPLAN formally consolidated. The importance of the

IMEPLAN in the context of this thesis is that it shifts back planning capacities to municipalities

and concentrates them at the metropolitan scale. Further, it is the IMEPLAN that proposes the

POTmet, and its team currently implements the affordable housing planning strategy to reduce

home abandonment.

4. The POTmet: Guadalajara's Policy to Regulate Housing Provision and Reduce

Abandonment

This chapter's last section aims to explain the urban development policy established in the

POTmet, it's more important elements and its implications regarding housing construction and

abandonment.

POTmet's main urban development strategy is based on the restriction of new construction

(urban and housing) within defined areas of previously identified urban developable land. In

synthesis, the plan develops a methodology based on different geo-spatial analyses that results in
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a suitability map for urban construction. Within the land that is suitable to urbanized, the

POTmet localizes 71 point-centralities (urban centers) divided in four categories: metropolitan

(3), peripheral (9), satellite (7) and emergent centralities. The POTmet assigns four growth

polygons to the first three centralities and two growth polygons to the emergent centralities. All

polygons are concentric for each centrality, and each one is bigger than the previous one. These

polygons delimit areas where housing construction can take place. Construction on any other

subsequent polygon is restricted to the 75% of the urban consolidation of the previous one.

The following diagram synthetizes the process explained in the previous paragraph. These

elements define the strategy of construction and location of housing in the MAG since 2016. Each

of the mentioned components in the diagram are explained in the following sections.

Suitable areas for housing construction.

With regards to housing, the first analysis presented within the POTmet has to do with the

capacity of land to be developed for housing and affordable housing. Here, the document

introduces the concept of urbanization in terms of housing development, describing it as the

process of establishing housing in areas where appropriate living conditions exist, and where

investment to acquire and maintain a house are in equilibrium with the benefits offered by the

city (IMEPLAN, Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial Metropolitano 2016).
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The analysis results in a suitability map (See Map 8) of areas where housing and affordable

housing developments are likely to succeed or not. While the methodology itself is interesting, the

results shown are the major take away.

1 imeplan

--Ismamlee

110

.... ...

Map 8 - General Suitability for the Housing Sector

The map shows housing development suitability. Red colors show less suitability for development. Blue colors show

more suitability for development.

Source: (IMEPLAN 2016).

Map 8 shows housing development suitability within the region. Red colors show less

suitability for development. Blue colors show more suitability for development. Source:

(IMEPLAN 2016).

As described in the diagram, this component (housing) was weighted with three other

components to result in a final suitability map. This final map (MAP 2) shows 14 groups of

potential uses, with construction of housing developments being represented by groups 10 and 13.
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The map shows a relatively shrunk area in respect to the previous map, that concentrates housing

development in the center of the MAG.

V fmeplan

o .. .......

4i; 4

Map 9 - Optimal Use of the Territory.
The map shows the intersection of the 5 components evaluated: urban sector, housing, industry, agriculture and

environmental conservation. We can see how the suitable area for housing construction shrinks. In the map, this area

is represented mainly in groups 10 and 13. Source: (IMEPLAN 2016).

Metropolitan Structure based on centralities

The core element of POTmet's urban development strategy is the "centralities". These are

defined as "urban units linked by road infrastructure (...) that cluster employment, population,

transportation infrastructure and basic services". Additionally, these areas are "characterized by

a high potential to develop social identity among their inhabitants" (IMEPLAN 2016). These

urban units are categorized in four groups: metropolitan, peripheral, satellite and emergent

centralities. As a whole, they define the metropolitan structure of the area. While the first three

units are defined in terms of their connectivity to mass-transportation, access to public services
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and distance to the center of the MAG, the emergent centralities are defined in terms of their

marginalization indexes, their existing road infrastructure and the load capacity of transportation.

These emergent centralities are the ones that suffered the largest modifications before the plan

was published. The centralities are presented in the following map (MAP 3).

Urban land reserves

C amimpINV 03III i e lan

fm- mm umP s

* --

M\'ap 10 - M\'etropolitan Structure of the MAG based on centralities.

Source: (IMEPLAN 2016).

Once the basic units of the metropolitan structure are defined, the POTmet defines

"urbanized area". Based on the current municipal development plans, there are 44,048 Ha

remaining for developable urban land. The plan estimates that by 2045, the maximum amount of

land consumed will be 26,166 Ha. The plan categorizes four different types of areas: Available,
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Conditioned, Restricted and Non-available land. For housing construction, only the two first

categories are considered. MAP 4 shows those areas.

(-be r smepan

Thsap sh w ar- htarvailableln for ftr constructionadta r osdrdfradvlpetseai

for the year 2045. The areas available for construction are colored in pale pink and orange. Urbanized area is colored

in yellow. Source: (IMEPLAN 2016).

Final suitability map

Once all the previous variables were laid out, IMEPLAN developed a suitability map based

on three simple conditions: proximity, compactability and density. The basic principle underlying

this planning tool is that only certain areas within the Available and Conditioned land reserves

will be urbanized. These areas are defined with the proximity condition. This condition creates 4

concentric polygons around the metropolitan peripheral and satellite centralities, and 2 polygons

around the emergent centralities. Each of the polygons have dimensions of 2.5km, 5km, 7.5km
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Map 12 - POTmet's proposed model of urban growth

Source: (IMEPLAN 2016)

and 10km for the first three centralities, and 1km and 2.5km for the emergent centralities,

respectively. The proximity condition established that only Available and Conditioned land within

each of the polygons can be urbanized, and the compactability condition restricts construction in

any polygon until the previous one available or conditioned land is 75% consolidated. No available

or conditioned land outside any of the polygons will be used until all polygons for all centralities

are fulfilled. MAP 5 shows the final decision layers.
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POTmet's final spatial proposal suggests a new urban growth concept for Mexican cities,

which is the polycentric model. As shown in Map 12, future urban development is restricted in

areas highlighted in pink. The POTmet proposes that Guadalajara's city center needs to be

consolidated, restricting construction in the periphery of the city. The restriction is also tighter

than previous attempts to restrict construction in the periphery, like that of the Land Reserve's

Consolidation Program proposal.

5. Final Spatial Form of the POTmet - the Role of Emergent Centralities

POTmet's proposal of urban growth is based on land restriction. The new polygons that it

defines (which are tighter than those of the Land Reserve's Consolidation Program), seek to

restrict construction in peripheral areas and allow construction in areas closer to the city center.

This principle of restriction is what drives their main strategy to reduce home abandonment. The

plan is based on the assumption that forcing private developers to build in selected areas, most

of them being close to the city center and all of them to an urban center, will reduce the rates of

abandonment. This is because, according to the plan, these new areas have been identified as both

suitable for development and also well-prepared in terms of urban services and amenities. This

area's definition applies to the first three centralities introduced in the last section: metropolitan,

peripheral and satellite. Again, these are areas that are already in the city center or in its

proximity and that have some degree of consolidation and services2.

However, key for the affordable housing strategy of the POTmet are the fourth group of

centralities called "emergent centralities". These give the plan its final spatial form and

differentiates it from previous planning efforts like the LRCP. These centralities create a system

of nodes scattered around the region that presumably will foster regional development. The

15 There is a complete methodology behind the selection of these points based in different variables. To explore this

methodology I suggest reviewing the complete POTmet document (IMEPLAN, Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial

Metropolitano 2016).
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rationale behind proposing those centralities is that growth is expected in those areas, and while

those areas are currently underdeveloped, with high rates of marginalization and severe lack of

services (IMEPLAN 2016), efforts of future development should rely as well in these centralities,

according to the POTmet.

A comparison between the spatial form given by the Land Reserve's Consolidation Program

and the POTmet gives us an idea of the degree of building restriction the POTmet has, and the

way these emergent centralities are located. Figure 8 shows this comparison. The scale-of-grey

mesh represents the Land Reserve's Consolidation Program contour and the pink mesh covers the

areas eligible for construction by the POTmet. When overlapping both maps, we can see how the

POTmet is not too different from the LRCP contour. Tighter, yes, but based on the same

restriction principle. There are some important areas that the LRCP does not consider that the

POTmer does, like the urban areas of Zapotlanejo and Ixtlahuacain de los Membrillos, in the south

of the map, out of its extent.

However, what appears to be the most relevant difference between both maps is the presence

of the emergent centralities, represented by a small star and a 2.5 km circular buffer. There are

13 emergent centralities that the LRCP does not cover, and that are new areas of development

proposed by the POTmet (these are signaled with blue arrows in the third map). To be clear,

only the land colored in pink within the 2.5 km buffer is suitable for construction (IMEPLAN

2016). Nonetheless, the plan establishes that once that land is developed, surrounding land within

that buffer can be used for development.

The next chapter of this thesis will examine the development process of this plan and what

factors drove the decision to include these emergent centralities in the final proposal. As we will

see, the selection of these centralities was not random, neither was the result of spatial analyses.
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Figure 6 - POTmet vs Land Reserve's Consolidation Program.

Oil the upper-left corner we can see the PCU's limit. In the upper-right corner, there is the final spatial

form proposed by POTmet. The bottom image highlights the new development areas for housing

considered by the POTmet.
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CHAPTER 4: What's Behind the POTmet? Examining its Potential for Success

Considering the problem of home abandonment in Guadalajara and the planning strategy

to reduce it (POTmet), this last chapter discusses the main findings of this thesis. Here, I analyze

POTmet's strategy to reduce housing abandonment, its potential for success or failure, and its

limitations, through the interpretation of qualitative data from interviews with key stakeholders

involved in the process of its creation. Later, I contrast these findings with data on what we

already know form the abandonment problem, what determines abandonment in Guadalajara,

and how the plan was initially envisioned to reduce home abandonment.

1. How the POTmet Understands Abandonment - Analytical Framework

To understand if the POTmet is a better strategy in reducing home abandonment in

Guadalajara, I explored and analyzed narratives of the current state of abandonment in

Guadalajara from various stakeholders involved in the matter. I conducted 32 interviews with

private developers, INFONAVIT Mexico and Guadalajara, representatives from municipalities

and representatives from civil society organizations and academia. The distribution of the

interviews was: 15 with affordable housing private developers, 7 with directors of both

INFONAVIT Mexico and Guadalajara involved in the housing abandonment issue, 5 with public

officials in the government of Guadalajara, and 5 with civil society organizations or academics.

While analyzing these interviews, I identified different patterns that helped explain how the

POTmet was tailored to target the housing abandonment problem. I found that the plan was

mainly crafted based on the perceived limitations from different stakeholders in providing

affordable housing in the City of Guadalajara. In the development of the plan, there was constant

contention across stakeholders between what should be done and what could be done. Stakeholders

talked about what was needed to reduce housing abandonment, but also brought arguments about

how taking those roads to reduce abandonment would limit the capacities of the city to provide
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affordable housing. The arguments found in the conversations helped me build an analytical

framework that captures the "realities of home abandonment". I define these "realities" as

conditions that currently exist when planning for affordable housing that consequently trigger

abandonment. These conditions are known by stakeholders, but they assume their existence is

necessary to provide affordable housing in the City. The fact that these "realities" are recognized

in the plan, implies that interests from stakeholders are also recognized. These interests were

later translated in the final proposal of the POTmet.

The realities are grouped in three sets: those that understand abandonment as a physical

planning issue, those that see it as a finance/subsidy issue and those that frame it as a problem

of scale and provision. The textual translation of these realities is explained in Diagram 3.

PHYSICAL PLANNING FINANCE/SUBSIDY SCALE/PROVISION
ISSUE ISSUE ISSUE

We don't have strategies to build More secure areas imply largar
affordable housing or to allocate financial risk for developers. These
housing credits in areas that are areas also result in housing over

not secured against abandonment the "affordability threshold of
INFONAVIT"

* DEVELOPER .-.+ too expensive homes
can't build

INFONAVIT +.. .> affordability threshold
* INONAVT W is to low and vulnerable

has no control in credit
allocation
MUNICIPALITiES --- + they can't provide

I* MNICIALIIES ........ > subsidy for housinghave no planning
capacities

Diagram 4 - Realities of Abandonment

Source: Developed by author

To secure the need of housing
provision, massive construction is

needed

can't provide massive
production

massive credit strategy
to be allocated

they need to secure
massive production of
housing
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Overall, the analysis found that stakeholders "jump" from one reality to another, recognizing

that any of these impact their interest directly. However, there were some clear patterns across

interviews.

The first pattern was that, in general, developers recognized that abandonment happens

because houses are built "too far from everything". They also recognized that this is a direct

consequence of them not being able to invest in more suitable areas in the city that can provide

services to their housing developments. The reason is that building in better areas represents a

financial burden that they can't afford to undertake. For them, developing affordable housing is

already a financial risk (utility margins are too low compared to other types of developments),

and to develop affordable housing that can be subsidized by CONAVI and that can be eligible for

INFONAVIT credits, they need to build in areas where land is cheap. This is mostly in the

periphery of the city. A small group of private developers had already experimented with

developing affordable housing in the city center, not too far from the historic center of Guadalajara.

For them, the financial factor was not dominant when understanding abandonment. What they

expressed is that building in the city center does not allow for enough housing to make houses

cheaper. So, parallel to their "experiments" in the city center, these developers would look to build

in larger numbers outside the periphery.

A second pattern was brought by officials from INFONAVIT Mexico and INFONAVIT

Guadalajara. For them, the issue of scale and provision was more important, as INFONAVIT

Guadalajara needs to allocate massive amounts of credits that increase yearly. To assign credits

to a housing development, not much is needed beyond the construction permit issued by

municipalities. INFONAVIT indirectly incentivizes developers to build in the periphery. This

implies a significant increment in the amount of housing units a developer can build compared to

the city center, which is translated in a larger allocation of credits by INFONAVIT. Also indirectly,

INFONAVIT disincentives construction of affordable housing in the city center. This is because
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INFONAVIT credits are allocated based on a combination of the price of the house and the

income of the credit-holder. In the case of affordable housing, if the house is too expensive or

above the threshold of affordability 26 of INFONAVIT (which regularly happens with

developments in the city center), low-income individuals (target of the affordable housing market

of INFONAVIT) can't access the INFONAVIT credit because their income is too low". Therefore,

developers prefer to develop in the periphery, where houses will receive INFONAVIT credit,

presenting better business for them.

Lastly, municipalities with planning capacities in the area recognized that they need the

constant provision of credits from INFOANVIT and construction for developers, since this

represents a good source of revenue for them. Their planning capacities are subdued by this

mechanism of provision, and the urban outcomes are the landscapes of abandonment present in

municipalities like Zapopan and Tlajomulco.

2. Realities of Home Abandonment

In this section, I present the stakeholder interviews, creating a narrative around each of the

three realities introduced in the previous chapter. How these narratives defined the POTmet will

be discussed in Chapter 5.

2.1 Housing abandonment as a physical planning issue

Affordable housing development is a challenge that needs to be understood through the

physical planning perspective. Legally, this is a capacity delegated to municipalities, so all other

stakeholders limit their recognition of abandonment, and argue that they're not directly

26 Houses between 150,000 and 250,000 Mexican Pesos (7,500 to 12,500 USD)
27 This is nonsense, as this perpetuates an environment where low-income individuals can't access better housing that

potentially implies higher costs.
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responsible for its existence. This reality highlights the physical and spatial character of

abandonment, and recognizes that the phenomenon relates to the physical context of cities.

When interviewing INFONAVIT officials in Mexico City, talking about abandonment they

would recognize that in fact, INFONAVIT has a serious problem of non-performing loans.

However, they would delegate all responsibility of the problem to municipalities arguing that:

"... In reality we don't decide where credits are allocated. Credit-holders have

the right to decide where to buy the house and who to buy it from. INFONA VIT's

responsibility is to provide financially to credit-holders but we have no influence

beyond that. That's why Article 115 is so important in the housing abandonment

problem, because those who are entitled to plan housing are the only ones who

can make a change by reducing the amount of permits in areas where housing

should not be developed."

And on the more local side, officials from INFONAVIT Guadalajara and from the Housing

Institute of Jalisco, would agree that the problem of abandonment comes basically from the

planning capacities of municipalities. They argue that, in Guadalajara, some municipalities don't

have strong institutional capacities to plan affordable housing. Most of them focus on issuing

construction permits to developers because that's where their revenue comes from2 8 . One public

official from IJALVI would say that:

"... You see in places like Tlajomulco or Ixtlahuacdn, that are very small

municipalities, they're still getting familiar with planning affordable housing.

Here permits are issued like "hot cakes ", they just look for their profit, and

don't envision the harm they're doing to the city"

28 As a reminder, one of the tax collection capacities that municipalities have comes from property tax.
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One official from INFONAVIT Guadalajara expressed that most of the abandoned homes

in the municipality of Tlajomulco come from unregulated planning. For him, this means that the

municipality issued too many construction permits in areas that had no basic services, expecting

developers to provide them. This public official also argued that municipalities know very well

the abandonment phenomenon and still, keep issuing construction permits where they "shouldn't":

"... Before the housing crisis in 2008, the big (developers) like GEO started

participating in the BMV. Because of the way the BMV Works, the main

objective of these developers was to sell "X" amount of housing units per year,

and each year they would increase their stock. In that time, the number of

construction permits increased largely and there was very little screening on

where these developments were to be located. Even after the crisis and once the

abandonment phenomenon was evident, municipalities continued issuing

permits. It was a huge business"

Public officials from the municipality of Tlajomulco, however, explained why construction

permits are issued to private developers at the scale it is currently done, and the importance this

represents to the economy of cities:

"... It is true that in recent years Tlajomulco has experienced firsthand the

housing abandonment phenomenon. However, our development plans focus on

providing affordable housing, because this is a need not only for us but for the

whole Metropolitan Area. If it is not here, where else are they going to build

(referring to private developers). There's no available land in Guadalajara. We

all agree that we need to implement new strategies (like Transit Oriented

Development) and we need to re-densify the city center, bring people closer to

the city center. This is not possible, land is too expensive. Here in Tlajomulco

we offer an opportunity to develop affordable housing."
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Other representatives from municipalities, like those from Guadalajara, gave a broader

vision about the responsibilities other stakeholders, like INFONAVIT, have in planning affordable

housing. While not mentioning specifically the credit allocation system, they did mention that

INFONAVIT's capacity to review and approve housing developments (and eventually allocate

credits on them) has influence in the abandonment phenomenon:

"... We also need to review to what extent INFONA VIT has allowed, through its

technical area, authorized housing developments that do not meet the minimum

necessary conditions to warrant, at least, livelihood, such as public services and

transportation. There are cases where developers hire temporary transportation

companies so that, when people with an authorized credit from INFONA VIT

visit the developments, they think that these developments are well serviced with

transportation. Ultimately, these houses end up being abandoned".

In general, visions on abandonment classified in this group tend to agree that the problem

of abandonment is the result of bad decisions taken by municipalities, specifically the amount of

construction permits and their final physical location in the city. In the case of INFONAVIT, it

is relevant to see how they delegate total responsibility to municipalities and do not acknowledge

that the process of credit allocation depends entirely on them. In the very end, providing

construction permits and issuing credits to people are translated into physical planning.

2.2 Housing abandonment as a financing issue

The second reality is that abandonment is the product of financial constraints. Affordable

housing planning is done based on market feasibility. This usually results in problems of

abandonment, because of the low-quality housing but also because of poor location of housing

developments. Here, 92% of all interviewees that were private developers acknowledged the
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problem of abandonment2 9 and each of them gave a financing-based explanation to the problem.

In summary, developers mentioned that the problem was due to lack of incentives to build in

other areas except for the city's periphery.

Because of the relationship between the built environment and housing abandonment, one

of the logical approaches to reduce abandonment is to plan and build affordable housing in areas

that are well served with urban infrastructure and services. Consolidated areas in the urban core

of Guadalajara or its surroundings can provide better functioning services than areas in the

periphery, where affordable housing is currently built. It is, in fact, a desirable approach that

secures both INFONAVIT's and credit-holders investments. It is also a strategy that has been

studied and implemented in Guadalajara, as one of the few developers that has successfully

implemented it recalls:

"...a couple of years ago representatives from the Municipal Housing Institute

of Guadalajara convened a meeting with housing developers here in the city to

create a partnership to re-densify the city center through vertical affordable

housing projects. (...) The first step was to locate available land for construction.

Then we started developing the projects in office, getting construction permits

and obtaining loans to start building. The government of Guadalajara was very

supportive of the strategy and we were working together to make it happen"

However, this same developer recognizes the challenges of undertaking the task:

"...While the cost of the land was not cheap, it was under the market value

because of the current state of abandonment in the city center. We achieved the

threshold of the pro-forma largely because of the new regulations of no-minimum

'9 Only some developers denied the existence of abandonment, claiming that this is not an issue that they have had in

their own developments.
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parking in the area that allowed us to invest in more housing units, but also

because these units were sold with a starting price of $500,000 Mexican pesos.

However, it's been two years and while most of the housing units are already

sold, there are still some that are vacant."

A similar situation was from another developer that was actively looking to develop in the

city center:

"... We are interested in working in (the center of) Guadalajara, but we have

experienced how hard it is to get land there. It is also more difficult to get

permits for affordable housing construction, mainly because it is not in all areas

of the city that they allow 5-story buildings (which is the minimum we require

to make the pro-forma work) without an elevator. In fact, local authorities, they

are the ones who are looking to work with us and develop affordable housing (in

the center of the city), but when it comes to getting construction permits, they

won't allow it. For example, we have been pushing to get permits for a

development near the city center for almost a year and a half. It's been such a

long time that it is not profitable anymore for us to continue with it as an

affordable housing project."

And another developer that was successful in building near the city center a couple of years

ago mentioned the challenges they currently face in developing the same scheme again:

"... In our first attempt we barely made it through the pro-forma. Now, accessing

land and urban services is getting more complicated, because there is more land

speculation and the price of the land is getting too expensive. The only work-

around to it is to increase the value of each housing unit, but then our market

would no longer be affordable housing"
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These three previous developers are small developers, which has allowed them to undertake

projects where profits are smaller, but they can also be more creative. On the other hand, overall,

larger developers stated that developing the city center is financially unrealistic. A representative

from the second largest developer in Guadalajara mentioned the following when talking about

investing in the city center:

"... Personally I find it difficult to invest in the city center. We haven't tried to

do it yet, but it is not only the price of the land that limits us, but also the

investment you need in developing vertical housing. The only way to think about

profits is by developing vertical housing, but after 4 or 5 stories, the building's

structure gets very expensive. Also, you need parking and elevators that increase

the price of the development. Eventually, you get beyond the threshold of 300,000

Mexican pesos, which is around the number of INFONA VIT's market. That's

why you need a land subsidy to build in the city center."

Others think that land is not the only financial limitation. In the words of a representative

from one of the largest developers:

"... What we're doing in Guadalajara is U1 (in reference to the Land Reserve's

Presentation Program Polygons), but when practically developing housing, U1

doesn't matter because you are no longer expecting to receive benefits from

CONA VI, SEDA TU or INFONA VIT. This is because the final price of housing

goes beyond their market. With the new terms of reference from these

Institutions, developing affordable housing in U1 is impossible"

However, most developers agreed that they don't even find it appealing, because it is

basically financially unfeasible, and investors don't want to take the risk. A medium-sized

developer that has focused on building affordable housing in Ixtlahuacain de los Membrillos

mentioned that:
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I don't think building in the city center is feasible. I already can tell you

what the investor's first question will be: what's the price of the land? How many

houses are you going to build? We have developed housing in the center of

Guadalajara, but that's housing that goes up to 3 million Mexican pesos. In the

end, this is a business (referring to affordable housing construction), and like

any other business, there needs to be some utility or benefit."

All these interviews reflect the different challenges developers face when trying to build in

the center of the city. These challenges represent the reality of affordable housing provision in

Guadalajara, and further explain the rationale behind construction in the periphery. While some

people would argue that affordable housing construction in the urban core is not too complicated,

in reality there needs to exist mechanisms for land acquisition that ensure revenue to developers.

If these mechanisms are not ensured, housing units are likely to go beyond the threshold of

affordability that INFONAVIT supports.

In fact, some developers still believe that current strategies like the POTmet won't bridge

the gap of affordable housing provision. These are developers that believe that the plan needs to

provide more fiscal incentives for housing construction. Perhaps, that will come later. As another

mid-sized developer mentioned when talking about the new emergent centralities the POTmet

proposes,

"... People that developed the POTmet have a very romantic idea on how to

develop the city. A week ago there was a panel with INFONA VIT to discuss the

"right to the city", a law initiative that will substitute the Urban Code of Jalisco,

and that tells you how to build and where to build, among other things. People

in the Congress of Jalisco are asking for more dignified and bigger housing for

low-income families and individuals, however, these will never be achieved if

there is no fiscal incentives for developers to invest in better housing. In the
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end, the housing business is all about numbers. If we want better social housing,

we need to start by improving the way permits are issued and how we can

subsidize the price of land. People (from the POTmet) are too idealistic, good

ideas but they won't tell you how to ground them and implement them."

And along this line, another mid-sized developer explained that there is not enough urban

infrastructure to serve the model of housing in the city center,

"... I don't think that it will work. In reality, we developers don't consider those

plans at all, we work directly with the municipalities. People that develop those

plans (in reference to the POTmet) think that we live in United States or

Europe, where there is a metro station every 10 meters. It makes no sense,

there is a reason why all developers build in U3."

Of course, initial conversations with public officials at IMEPLAN reflected a mindset that

defended the idea of building affordable housing in the city center. One top official from IMEPLAN

directly involved in the development of POTmet mentioned construction in the outskirts;

"... When you interview private developers, they will tell you that there is a

crisis with the POTmet, because there is no cheap land in the center of

Guadalajara that it is not feasible for affordable housing (...). However, we

already had conversations with INFONAVIT and they accept our planning

model. We need to build where development can intersect with sustainable

transportation, not necessarily where land is cheaper. We need to build where

the equation housing + access to transportation bridges the income gap."

The previous comments reflect the limitations of building affordable housing in the city

center and the logic that has driven construction into the periphery. In general, visions on
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abandonment in this group tend to agree that while needed, developing in areas with less likelihood

of abandonment is financially unfeasible under the current fiscal incentives.

2.3 Housing abandonment as a problem of scale and production

Currently, Guadalajara holds the second largest market of credit allocation in Mexico. In

2016, 9% of the total credits in Mexico had been distributed in Guadalajara, and 7.2% of the total

amount of credits that INFONAVIT has lent in its history have been allocated in the MAG

(INFONAVIT 2017). Being the second largest metropolitan area in Mexico, its economic and

social dynamics will push it to increase its population and housing stock in the near future.

From the federal to the state and local government, all housing policies and programs look

to reduce abandonment while providing good quality housing. The most recent ones, like the Land

Reserve's Consolidation Program, look to re-densify the city center, providing some economic

incentives to developers for doing so. These programs look to exchange two different dynamics of

housing provision: massive construction in the outskirts that allow for profits for developers while

retaining the affordability of houses, in exchange for construction in the city center, which is more

expensive but also of better quality and better located.

However, there is a problem with this trade-off. First, the availability of land in the center

of Guadalajara is scarce, and if existent, there is not enough to match the rate and scale of demand

for affordable housing. Previous efforts have been successful, but all of them took more than 2

years to be completed. Additionally, as mentioned in the previous section, these housing units are

above the affordability threshold of INFONAVIT, because there are no current incentives to

reduce construction costs and land expenses for developers.

If the scale of the demand already outnumbers the scale of the provision, it is unrealistic to

think that shifting efforts and focusing on re-densifying the center of Guadalajara under the
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current economic incentives will bring a fair affordable housing provision. However, it is true that

this provision scheme is the one that has triggered the phenomenon of home abandonment in

Guadalajara. As the representative of the largest development company recalls:

"... The need to build affordable housing in Guadalajara was extreme.

INFONA VIT would put developers under pressure to build as much as possible,

since demand has been increasing constantly since the 2000s'. The only way to

build massively is to do it in the outskirts of the Guadalajara, but if you do so,

you are likely going to build in places that lack of transportation, services and

pretty much everything."

INFONAVIT officials also recognized that abandonment is more of an anticipated side-

effect, in a provision system that looks to allocate as many credits as possible. In the end, the

institute looks to increase the amount of credits allocated yearly to each state. To achieve this,

there needs to be a large-scale provision of affordable housing. This is clear in a conversation with

one representative from the Portfolio Management Department:

"... We recently reached the 9.5 million credits lent in Mexico. Currently, even

with the most recent modifications to the INFONA VIT Law, providing more

credits yearly is our main objective. There is no way we can provide more

credits if we don't build more. And there's a logic behind this, of course, we

have a large demand for affordable housing in Mexico."

IJALVI officials, who mostly focus on providing affordable housing for very low-income

families 30, understand that the scale of the provision system is necessary. Yet, there needs to be

some regulation to avoid abandonment,

3 These are families that can't afford to pay any loan to INFOANVIT or other lending agencies.
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"... Mexico and Guadalajara have a significant housing deficit that can't be

tackled with small scale developments. This is one of the limitations we have

when providing affordable housing- we don't have enough land or enough

resources to bridge the housing gap. However, there needs to be some sort of

(regulation) for developers so that they can build in places where they can reduce

abandonment."

This reality reflects that the need to provide housing also shapes the spatial form of the

city. Even developers who have tried to build in the city center recognize that these efforts are

minimal. One of the same developers who successfully developed affordable housing in the city

center concludes that,

"... For us, it was a good experiment to invest outside US or even U2. However,

even though we made it work with the proforma, it is no business at the end.

The scale of the project was so small compared to other developments that we

have near Tlajomulco -we recently developed one of 2,500 housing units-, that

it really makes no sense to us to keep investing here. There is no comparison

in terms of the financial benefits."

3. Translating Stakeholders' Interests into the POTmet

To recap, in the previous section I introduced three realities that perpetuate the

abandonment phenomenon in Guadalajara. For each of them, stakeholders in the affordable

housing market not only had different perspectives, but these perspectives reflected interests that

do not necessarily match across the stakeholders. In reality, these arguments brought by each

stakeholder represented a way for them to cover their interests. Developers don't build anywhere

where it is not financially sustainable for them. INFONAVIT looks for the massive allocation of
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credits, indirectly incentivizing construction in the periphery. Municipalities capture revenue from

new developments, issuing construction permits where it is easier for developers.

The arguments regarding the realities of abandonment portrayed by each stakeholder was

a way to introduce their interests into the final proposal of the POTmet. This is better seen in

the emergent centralities, the last to be added to the plan, and the ones that align the least with

the ideals the POTmet follows.

When talking to IMEPLAN officials, they recognized that, while from their point of view

having many emergent centralities would not be ideal, including new emergent centralities

proposed by municipalities would be important to make the plan feasible. Along this line, one of

the officials stated that,

"... Initially we did not have as many centralities as we have now. In fact, the

last centralities to be added were the emergent ones. As you can see, their

development scheme is different from the other centralities. These centralities

were proposed by municipalities and we assume that they are bringing

developers' interests when adding them to the plan. To avoid problems of sprawl

and abandonment, what we are doing is restricting their development by

imposing a radius of development around each centrality. We cannot deny the

importance of developing these areas and what it represents to the economy of

municipalities. On the other side we need to regulate their development. That's

why they're included in the plan, and that's why they're described differently".

Developers acknowledged that initially they were not involved in the conversations with

IMEPLAN. Of the 15 developers interviewed, only eight knew with certainty what the POTmet

was, and few could describe who IMEPLAN was. Those eight that knew about the plan had some

bad impression of it. During the first phase of the plan, one developer recalls the following:
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"We were not included directly in the conversations. IMEPLAN conveyed public

hearings open to everyone, but we were not directly invited to discuss the

implications of the plan in the affordable housing market. It was not until

municipalities reached out that we could have further discussions. In that sense,

we were also already having discussions with INFONA VIT public officials, as

to how we could best move forward to keep on providing housing to the city of

Guadalajara. The initial POTmet draft that didn't include the emergent

centralities was definitely out of reality. This was stated both by the group of

developers (that work in Guadalajara) and by INFONA VIT. For us it was

important to talk with municipalities and include in the plan areas for affordable

housing development."

There was a clear disconnection between private developers and IMEPLAN. From one side,

developers were against the idea of total restriction, a vision that they were carrying from previous

experiences with the Land Reserve's Consolidation Program. On the other side, IMEPLAN was

reluctant to add more centralities to its "polycentric" plan, because of what that represented to

their ideals of densification and city centrality. However, without participation from private

developers in building housing, the plan would be unfeasible.

The main convening strategy came from each municipality in the MAG. When talking to a

public official in charge of the strategic planning of IMEPLAN, he mentioned that:

"...After several conversations with municipalities, we assumed and

acknowledged that they had already had conversations with private developers"

This makes complete sense. There was a clear confrontation between private developers and

IMEPLAN, and representatives of the municipalities were those that brought developers' interests

to IMEPLAN. This happened as well from the other side, and resulted in the various centralities
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proposed by the POTmet. In fact, there is a clear alienation of interests between developers and

municipalities, and as the media reported, some of those interests were directly pushed by mayors

(Del Castillo 2016). This reflects that municipal planning capacities were used to find common

ground between stakeholders. Significant is the case of the emergent centrality of Colotlin, which

Pablo Lemus Navarro, mayor of Zapopan, recognized as an important area for the urban and

affordable housing development in the Municipality of Zapopan.

"... The most important part, from my point of view, is the creation of alliances,

which is what we have done in different parts of the municipality. One example

of this is the area of Colotldn (...) where we currently have around 140,000

inhabitants and where we expect to develop more affordable housing, around

80,000 more units (Del Castillo 2016)".

Once the emergent centralities were officially published, some developers recognized the

importance that adding new centralities to the plan had in providing affordable housing in the

city. They suggested that this was the only way to effectively tackle housing abandonment. As

one of the developers mentioned:

"We have never seen abandonment in our developments. When we saw that

others were buying land in Tlajomulco to develop housing, we decided not to

buy, because it was too far from everything. For us it is very clear: to avoid the

problem of housing abandonment we need to be close to a centrality (in reference

to an urban center, an element of emergent centralities). One example is our

housing development in Tesistan. This development was in fact pretty far from

the city center, but integrated very well with the town of Tesistan. It was very

close to all types of urban services. We always try to locate our developments

close to a centrality, and that's how we avoid the problem of abandonment. We

really support more centralities in the POTmet."
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Each of the centralities comes with a land restriction pattern. In general, emergent

centralities cannot be developed as aggressively as the other centralities of housing provision.

However, with an increased number of emergent centralities in the city, developers feel less

reluctant to reject these restrictions. In fact, 12 out of 15 developers agreed that some type of

"flexible" regulations are necessary to avoid abandonment,

"When the first SEDA TU polygons were implemented, they affected us

enormously. However, it is true that the problem of housing abandonment was

mainly driven by lack of regulations in the market, mostly on where to build

(...). These regulations came from the first housing developments around 2010

that were targeted as totally abandoned. However, these regulations are too

restrictive, and we cannot accept a plan that is even more restrictive."

All the previous interviews reflect the complexity that lies behind the POTmet, and how

important it was for municipalities to bring different stakeholders to the table to help make

decisions. In this particular situation, municipalities used their planning positions to introduce

developers' interests in the plan, avoiding conflict with IMEPLAN. In the end, municipalities were

the ones entitled to block the plan and not sign the metropolitan agreement. On the other hand,

blocking the plan was a political cost they were not going to take. Surely, these interviews only

superficially show these negotiation dynamics and there may be nuances that harder to define

within all these previous arguments. What is relevant to this discussion, and to the challenge of

planning better affordable housing in Guadalajara and Mexico, is that the key actors, in this case

each municipality, were able to foresee the reality of affordable housing construction and its

limitations, and to push their interests, in the form of emergent centralities, to the plan.
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4. The Relevance of Emergent Centralities for Private Developers, and What it Means

for Housing Abandonment - Contrasting Data

How are emergent centralities covering private developers' interests in continuing to build

in the periphery? And how is this going to affect the objectives of reducing housing abandonment?

This assumption, one of the most relevant in my analysis, can be further supported by contrasting

it with an analysis of the historical evolution of housing developments within emergent centralities

(from 2013 to date) and the current state of abandonment within those areas.

As an introduction, housing developments in emergent centralities have increased by 38%

since 2010, with Tlajomulco's emergent centralities showing an increase of 62%. Given the fact

that only 16% of the total affordable housing market in Guadalajara is built outside any PCU,

and most of the stock is concentrated in the periphery, it is valid to say that currently, most

affordable housing construction is taking place in the emergent centralities. Furthermore,

abandonment is also concentrated within these emergent centralities as confirmed by the geocoded

housing made available by INFONAVIT Mexico and CIDS.

It is impossible to know if developers keep land reserves within emergent centralities because

RUV keeps this information confidential. However, RUV has provided the geocoding of all recent

housing developments within each emergent centrality built in Land Reserves that were previously

registered in RUV. I obtained this information by developer and by emergent centrality. This is

a good proxy to understand where developers keep their land reserves and how they develop them

through time. The following maps show the relationship between land reserves, housing

developments, abandonment and emergent centralities in the MAG. For confidentiality purposes,

in the following maps I do not include any information that can help locate the name of the

developer or the housing development.
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Map 13 shows the evolution of pockets of land (previously registered as Land Reserves) by

one particular developer in the emergent centrality of Cajatitlin. Frame 2013 shows the state of

three developments by the same owner. Between 2013 and 2014, the developer expanded the

development or built another one close that increased the housing area by 7%. By 2016, the

developer expanded again by 5%. Surely, these increments are marginal, but we must consider

that this is only developer that may be developing in this specific centrality. More relevant to the

study is Map 14. This map shows how, by 2016, almost 38% of all houses built by the developer

since 2013 were abandoned (note that parts developed in 2016 have 0% of abandonment,

demonstrating that the effect of the "Antiquity" predictor in abandonment is true for the case).

Having those high rates of abandonment, why would the developer continue building?

Map 15 shows another significant case: the emergent centrality of Coltlin. Here we can see

how, prior to 2016, the same developer had acquired pockets of land scattering throughout the

emergent centrality. The developer did not develop everything initially. In the span of 4 years,

the developer increased the housing area in the centrality by almost 450%. In this case, the

developer bought, built and sold one development, and continued to the next one until the first

one was sold in 85% of its totality. Map 16 shows how abandonment is also present in these

centralities. Here it is important to note how abandonment is mostly present outside these

developers' developments. However, housing developments built by this developer have a rate of

abandonment of 8%, above the average of the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara.
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CHAPTER 5: Is the POTmet Going to Solve the Problem of Abandonment? An

Interpretation of the Qualitative Analysis

Once the analysis of the interviews was contrasted with findings on the abandonment data

and the analysis of the historic evolution of abandonment, I was able to derive three main

conclusions. The first conclusion is that because the POTmet carries developers' interests in the

housing strategy, its potential to reduce housing abandonment in the metropolitan area will be

diminished. Second, there should not only be metropolitan-level planning to reduce abandonment,

but the role of credit-holders' financial vulnerabilities in abandonment must be considered.

Therefore, to reduce home abandonment in cities, programs like POTmet and the Land Reserve's

Consolidation Program might not be enough, as they fail to target these individuals' financial

issues. Social development policies that complement urban development policies need to be

structured to target these vulnerabilities. Lastly, the process of elaboration of the POTmet

exemplifies the importance metropolitan coordination has in addressing planning problems.

Specifically, it serves as an example of how key stakeholders could convene conversations to

improve the affordable housing system in cities and how they could reduce abandonment. It shows

the importance of municipal planning capacities in broader regional issues.

In the following section I will discuss in depth the aforementioned conclusions.

5. Discussion on the Main Conclusions

The first conclusion carries implications of the potential success the POTmet will have in

reducing home abandonment and broadly speaking, how we can learn from this experience to

better develop plans and policies to reduce housing abandonment in Mexico.

Through the previous sections, I showed how private developers and INFONAVIT expressed

their concern on new models of urban growth that restricted construction in areas of the city,
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whether it was through limitations on access to federal subsidies or through complete construction

restriction from municipal or metropolitan planning bodies, like IMEPLAN. These groups of

action are based in the assumption that affordable housing cannot be provided under

circumstances other than the existing ones. But from those interviews, it is also clear that these

concerns are driven by the core interests these groups carry. Both groups understand that building

in the periphery results in clusters of abandonment, because these areas are either under-developed

or unserved by public services. However, these same groups have strong interests that go over

their acknowledgement of abandonment. On one hand, INFONAVIT has an aggressive policy of

credit allocation. This means that they actively look to increase the amount of credits issued in

Guadalajara yearly and have credited housing developments developed in the periphery as a way

to allocate these credits. On the other hand, private developers find it only financially feasible to

build in the periphery of the city. Some developers have tried to build in the city center, but

recognize the financial limitations that this presents.

On convening conversations with stakeholders involved in the affordable housing market,

IMEPLAN settled the ground for them to bring their interests to the table. However, power

dynamics were decisive in integrating all these efforts in the final plan. This is better seen in the

informal interaction private developers and INFONAVIT had in building the POTmet. First,

IMEPLAN and private developers were in conversations about the future of affordable housing

planning in Guadalajara given the new POTmet that looked to bring more restrictions on housing

construction. Of the developers who previously knew about IMEPLAN and POTmet, three

confirmed that they were already in conversations with INFONAVIT to not allow more land

restrictions in the area,

"... IMEPLAN had conversations with different institutions and civil groups here

in Guadalajara. However we're in discussions with INFONA VIT to maintain

the construction and credit allocation rhythms here in Guadalajara. We have
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seen other plans before to densify the city, this is not going to be different and

we are not going to stop building."

Later on, municipalities convened conversations with developers about how best they both

could keep building housing. These interests and those from INFONAVIT were later translated

in the final conversations with IMEPLAN, where only municipalities were involved. The

translation of these interests into the POTmet is illustrated in Diagram 4 and shows also the

relevance of the relationship between INFONAVIT-developers and Municipalities. As shown,

municipalities, through the Metropolitan Coordination Board (JCM) were entitled to approve or

reject the plan, so the strategic approaches private developers had in communicating with the

municipalities were crucial in approving the emergent centralities.

JCM

Municipalities

;,a-- ---- - - ........;........1
conversations on how to keep
building and providing credits
in the MAG

CANADEVI

Private Iinterests
Developers

translating inteests from
INFONAVIT and developers to
municipalities

final
decision

approves proposes /'

POTmet

Diagram 5 - Translating interests into the POTmet

Sources: Author's creation based on interviews conducted with key stakeholders
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The final result is a Metropolitan Plan that works very conveniently for developers and

INFONAVIT. While it introduces a new way to understand city growth and offers new thinking

regarding space, it may have little effect in reducing home abandonment. If these interests

continue to prevail, housing abandonment reduction is very unlikely to happen, based on the

evidence of what triggers abandonment, how it has happened historically in Guadalajara, and

current clustered abandonment patterns.

Under this scenario, the POTmet will only incentivize more construction in the periphery,

in areas that are currently underserved and that can't accept more housing developments. It will

also incentivize the current system of credit allocation that works very well for INFONAVIT. In

other words, the POTmet perpetuates the system that has produced the abandonment

phenomenon historically in Mexican cities. It regulates where development can happen, creating

different centers of growth, but these new centers are areas vulnerable to abandonment. This is

best represented in Map 17. Here, we can see how clusters of abandonment are currently located

in the emergent centralities where developers own land reserves. More importantly to note are

those centralities that do not have any patterns of development yet, like the one in Zapotlanejo

and those with minimal development in the south of Tlajomulco de Zdniiga, that the POTmet

targets as areas where development can happen. Municipalities need to be careful in issuing

construction permits here, as it is very likely that the patterns of abandonment present in

neighboring centralities will replicate here.
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A second conclusion comes from analyzing what determines abandonment in the MAG, and

aims to discuss the necessary focus of abandonment policies.

To give a solution to the problem of home abandonment, the POTmet relies on strategies

to select areas for future development. In the first conclusion, I discussed how these areas are

limited in their capacity to develop affordable housing, and how other factors like political interests

drive their existence. However, it is not only physical planning that should matter when thinking

about abandonment. As data showed in Chapter 3, other important determinants of home

abandonment rely on the financial vulnerabilities of credit-holders. Income, availability of jobs for

low-income individuals, access to centers of job concentration, and unemployment in the

surrounding areas where these individuals live, determine the probability of someone abandoning

their home. These data shows two things: first, that more in-deep research needs to be done to

understand what really determines abandonment in Guadalajara, so that future policies and

programs, like POTmet, can incorporate strategies to target those factors; second, that it is

important to analyze the problem of abandonment at the scale of action where policies are being

issued. I agree with Francisco Lara that the variation of analysis through scales of action "affect

how policy-makers, practitioners, and researchers understand problems and devise solutions"

(Lara Garcia 2016).

Regarding the factors surrounding housing abandonment, it is not clear how POTmet will

address those financial vulnerabilities of credit-holders. In this sense, the POTmet's vision on how

the city should grow ("a more dense, compact city" (IMEPLAN, Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial

Metropolitano 2016)), falls short in understanding the complexities of abandonment factors, hence

reducing its potential to achieve abandonment reduction. There may be an argument that

restricting development in the periphery will increase proximity between households and centers

of concentration. However, the new centralities that POTmet proposes are significantly far from

areas that concentrate jobs, additional to the negative livelihood conditions presented in the first

conclusion. In addressing home abandonment, the POTmet is not only incentivizing a system
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that has triggered abandonment in Mexico for decades, but also locates areas for development

that are "urbanistically indefensible"3 1

Additionally, another important observation on this conclusion is that future approaches in

measuring abandonment should consider behavior at the development level. As Map 16 and Figure

6 showed, within a determined geographic area, housing developments can behave very differently

even if they are in close proximity.

Finally, I want to recognize the importance of planning capacities in collective planning

processes, and how the POTmet enhances such capacities. In the case of POTmet, it was actually

not IMEPLAN who convened conversations across actors. It was municipalities, those entitled to

planning capacities in Mexico, who brought everyone's interests in a single plan". Unless

modifications are made to the Article 115 of the Mexican Constitution, these planning capacities

are unlikely to change in the near future. Therefore, it is important that collective action planning

is supervised and driven by municipal or metropolitan3 3 bodies. The realm where these capacities

live also speaks to the need of developing policies and strategies at this scale of action, and

avoiding top-down solutions. In the case of Guadalajara, it is important that mayors take major

action on strengthening their municipal planning capacities. This means that first, they need to

see beyond the conventional forms of municipal urban planning that are limited to the elaboration

of municipal development plans and to start thinking about the municipality as a component of

the metropolitan area; second, they could bring participatory planning strategies where the

community and academics can participate in project strategy and municipal need prioritization

that can be later brought to discussion in meeting with the MCB; third, they need to build

technical capacity and start developing strategies to measure the impacts of municipal policies

1 Referencing a concept introduced by Diane Davis in "Building Better Cities with Strategic Investments in Social

Housing" (Davis, et al. 2016)
12 Here, let's remember the importance the Metropolitan Coordination Board, formed by all municipalities, in approving

the plan.

1 Association of municipalities in the Mexican context.
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and how they change over time. In the metropolitan setting, those municipalities with stronger

planning capacities, like Guadalajara, need to bring their capacities to other less capable

municipalities, helping them build their own. This might not be always the case and for different

settings and objectives, collective approaches will be driven by other stakeholders, like in Davis's

UVCP for INFONAVIT (Diane, Escobedo, et al. 2016).
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CHAPTER 6: Moving Forward: What is next for IMEPLAN in the path to reduce

home abandonment?

In the most fundamental sense, the research I presented aims to understand what accounts

for the realities of abandonment in Mexico, and what changes in the mindset of planning are

necessary for home abandonment reduction. The narratives studied to understand the

development process of POTmet explain the reality of a complex planning problem that needs

further and finer research to be completely understood.

My approach, however, helps explain what challenges or successes planning strategies that

aim to address abandonment could face. My research shows that the POTmet will face serious

challenges in reducing home abandonment because it carries the same provision paradigm that

has fostered the environment of abandonment in the country and in Guadalajara. Similarly, my

research shows that by itself, the POTmet will not be able to address the problem without

complementary strategies or policies that target important factors of abandonment that go

beyond the spatial allocation of houses and credits, and the conditions of the built environment.

These determinants related to the financial vulnerabilities of credit-holders, need to be explored

in more detail to propose those complimentary policies.

Overall, my research faces two main limitations that need to be recognized. The first one

has to do with the statistical approach utilized to find the determinants of housing abandonment.

While the model I built has a strong predictive capacity (ROC = 0.84), it needs to be reviewed

and further verified through validating tests. The second limitation has to do with the proper

assessment of the POTmet. It will take years to validate the veracity of my arguments and the

challenges and successes the POTmet will face in reducing abandonment.

To finalize, my research also finds value in the way the POTmet was originated. The

POTmet has proven the capacities metropolitan institutes and municipalities have in convening
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conversations to address regional urban planning problems. The metropolitan government

conditions surrounding the POTmet (political, social, economic) settle an environment of great

opportunity for municipalities and stakeholders in the affordable housing market to be creative in

planning policies and implementation strategies that can enhance the quality of affordable housing

provision. Moving forward, this last chapter of my thesis presents immediate and long-term

actions/policies that IMEPLAN, in coordination with key stakeholders, can implement to improve

planning of affordable housing and reduce abandonment in the area.

But before introducing those final policy recommendations, I want to close with a final

reflection drawn from analyzing the POTmet. Metropolitan coordination and planning are

important elements of developing proper solutions to regional planning issues, such as housing

planning and housing abandonment. By studying the POTmet, I learned that metropolitan

planning needs to go beyond convening conversations and "aggregating" municipal development

objectives. Doing so can lead in results like the POTmet, where metropolitan planning is not what

is happening, but rather an aggregation of local priorities per municipality that might not deliver

results at the metropolitan scale. Instead, as planners equipped with multidisciplinary perspectives

on urban policy analyses, we have much to learn from these experiences and need to proceed

cautiously when evaluating policies at the metropolitan level of action. We, as planners, need to

ensure that varying interests are heard, but also ensure that we are navigating those interests as

decision-makers in an effort to prioritize needs that can reflect the overall needs of the region

1. IMEPLAN should prioritize as major regional policies, the provision of regional

transportation and the diversification of job centers.

Given the current conditions of the POTmet, the proposed emergent centralities will likely

perpetuate patterns of abandonment in the region. At this point, if the Metropolitan Government

wants to explore these areas as future areas of growth, they need to think about connecting them

to the city center, creating a network around them and bringing jobs to them. As evidence shows,
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access to services and transportation, and the lack of jobs or the lack of access to jobs, represent

key reasons for abandonment. These are areas that currently, cannot provide these services.

Building over the POTmet, to make it a stronger plan against abandonment, IMEPLAN

could consider different strategies to connect centralities with transportation. One, that is

currently being explored, is the investment on Regional Rail or Light Rail. This is in fact a

significant investment. However, IMEPLAN can directly access the Metropolitan Fund of the

federal government, and they can provide funding for this project. Also, IMEPLAN can explore

regional TOD. In the end, these centralities will work as poles of attraction, bringing new services,

jobs and development. IMEPLAN could take advantage of this and use strategies like Land Value

Capture to fund this project as well.

2. IMEPLAN should consider access to federal funding for affordable housing

through federal programs like the Metropolitan Fund

As I mentioned in more detail in the first chapter, the current strategy in Mexico and

Guadalajara to provide affordable housing is based on credit-allocation. More specifically, it is

based on the amount of credit, savings and subsidies a right-holder can access. Early this year,

CONAVI announced that they would restrict access to land-subsidies to individuals that earn less

than 4VSM . With fixed or fewer subsidies credit-holders can access, under the current provision

system, the only ways low-income individuals can access better homes are either by increasing the

amount of credit they can undertake, or by waiting longer before requesting credit, increasing

their INFONAVIT savings.

It is somewhat logical that if we want to provide affordable housing, we can't expect low-

income individuals to undertake higher loans. In the end, they will end up abandoning their loans

and their homes. However, there are other federal resources Guadalajara could access to secure

3 Currently, individuals earning equal or less than 5VSM can access CONAVI'S land subsidy
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affordable housing for low-income individuals. IMEPLAN could secure federal funding that can

be used to subsidize housing purchases for low-income individuals. But this federal funding should

target places that can help individuals ease the burden of undertaking a loan, in better located

areas, with diverse land uses.

Through the POTmet, IMEPLAN could access federal subsidies from the Federal

Metropolitan Fund (FMF). The Plan can be accredited on three of the six conditions from the

FMF Terms of References (SHCP 2016), particularly the one that states that the Metropolitan

Fund can be used to "Acquire land reserves (...) to develop works, projects and plans that aim to

develop metropolitan areas". In 2016, the MAG issued 19,000 credits approximately, for which

65% targeted low-income individuals (INFONAVIT 2017, CONAVI 2016). Of those credits, 45%

received at least the minimum amount of subsidy from CONAVI (around 30,000 Mexican Pesos).

If IMEPLAN gets access to the Metropolitan Fund, money from the fund can be used to subsidize

land in Guadalajara, and it can be assigned to those who can't access to the land subsidy (even

if they are low-income individuals) or to those who receive some subsidy but not enough to buy

a house in a well-located area.

3. IMEPLAN should rethink its core strategy of affordable housing allocation.

The current growth model IMEPLAN proposes in the POTmet in which affordable housing

can be allocated in emergent centralities, only responds to interests from INFONAVIT and

developers. IMEPLAN needs to rethink the system of affordable housing allocation, considering

that municipalities are the ones who issue construction permits and openly, some have admitted

the economic importance of this.

A good strategy is from the UVCP platform, where the IMEPLAN director can serve as

convener and mediator of meetings, but also decision-maker that looks for the metropolitan needs

and conveniences (Davis, Escobedo, et al. 2016). During the meetings with the Metropolitan
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Coordination Board, IMEPLAN can bring the discussion of where municipal investments for

affordable housing should be allocated, including site selection and credit allocation. IMEPLAN

already has a strong GIS platform that can incorporate the UVCP suggested metrics, or elaborate

their own building based on those metrics. In the end, what IMEPLAN needs to consider is how

housing can be planned in more land use diverse places that can currently provide urban services

as to avoid abandonment. This strategy or whatever metrics IMEPLAN implements, should not

be driven by the same interests that have brought home abandonment to cities.

Also, IMEPLAN could further explore allocation and planning strategies even if they seem

financially infeasible. Along this line, IMEPLAN should study and analyze how to successfully

replicate affordable housing allocation near transit stations, as it has been done in the past by

some private developers in Guadalajara (See Chapter 4, section 2.2). Diagram 5 revises the process

of TOD implementation in Guadalajara and what financial strategies IMEPLAN can use to make

it feasible.

IJALVI Housing Institute of Jalisco

TOD in IMEPLAN T
Guadalajara \ GUADALAJARA

As an Affordable I I ew Urban Code that
Housing allocaton allows to reduce parking
Housing allocation credit allocation arranges the purchase of land up to 100% in TOD

could provide funding from the
offers it t state fund for affordable

INFONAVIT CDMX SMALL PRIVATE DEVELOPERS housing for very low-income
families

Under the new credit system -who don't have land reserves %LOW-INCOME
to increment the amount of -who are willing to undertake
the credit, INFONAVIT could financial risks % VERY-LOW INCOME
provide a larger threshold for -who have previously
developments near transit experimented with creative
stations with less probability solutions on affordable hosuing
of abandonment

Diagram 6 - Proposal for TOD coordination in Guadalajara

Sources: Own elaboration
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4. In-depth research needs to be conducted to understand the complexities of home

abandonment in Guadalajara and other Mexican Cities.

As I noted before, my statistical approach of measuring abandonment factors has some

procedural weaknesses. But more importantly, the analysis of data both from the model and

geographically brings new evidence that the problem of abandonment, at least in Guadalajara, is

very complex. Analysis should be done at the development level, to understand why some result

in abandonment while others in close proximity do not result in abandonment. This might be

analyzed through the qualitative conditions of the houses or the antiquity of the development.

However, more complex issues could explain this behavior, such as specific types of amenities

developers provide within a housing development, or community engagement and development

programs that they implement with the families arriving. A good example of this is San Carlos

Developers, who since the first decade of 2000, have implemented a program of community

engagement in all of their developments. Also, INFONAVIT has incorporated similar efforts

through Fundacio'n Hogares, to strengthen community networks. These, among other effects, need

to be explained at the development level.

5. INFONAVIT needs to rethink the way they allocate credits, whether it is based

on geographic principles or through different programs of crediting.

It's important that INFONAVIT reconsiders the current system of credit allocation.

Evidence shows that this system directly affects the rates of abandonment in cities. Further studies

on the financial capacities of credit-holders and their needs must be done by INFONAVIT or

CIDS to better understand how they can allocate their credits or target specific needs.

INFOANVIT's credit programs have diversified recently, including a renting program. Renters, a

market that INFONAVIT has not yet explored enough, might be one solution to the abandonment

problem, as people can re-allocate according to their needs.
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Another area of improvement for INFONAVIT is how credits are geographically allocated

in cities. Public officials at INFONAVIT Mexico City Offices have shared their concerns about

the high rates of abandonment in Mexican cities, and how this is reflected in the high rates of

non-performing loans the Institute carries out. Particularly, a representative from a department

that oversees abandonment mentioned that,

"... One of the problems that we have here in INFONA VIT is that we can't

influence where credit-holders buy their houses. We provide guidance when

they're in the process of obtaining the credit, and we recommend that they think

carefully about where they are investing their money. Unfortunately, they

sometimes feel set on buying a house when visiting it in a development, or

developers trick them into buying a house. We need to have more influence on

that and rethink how we distribute those credits and how we can avoid placing

them where they will eventually stop paying them".

Along this line, I propose that INFONAVIT explores a strategy to allocate credits based on

geographic conditions, using Guadalajara as a pilot city. Geographic allocation is important

because INFONAVIT needs greater awareness of pre-existing conditions"5 or existing conditions

at the moment of construction of the housing development that can influence abandonment. Also,

INFONAVIT needs to be aware that one non-performing loan that ends up in abandonment can

create a spillover effect in neighboring houses, resulting in larger-scale abandonment. Figure 6

shows this effect graphically. This geographic allocation strategy would be based in a single

principle: invest more in areas where the likelihood of abandonment is lower. This means that

INFONAVIT could make a flexible scoring system to assign credit to those individuals that invest

in areas where abandonment is less likely to happen.

1 Built-environment conditions or individual specific characteristics that INFONAVIT cannot control, and that they

failed to target in the screening process of verifying developments as suitable for INFONAVIT credits.
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Appendix A
Descriptive Data of the Metropolitan Area of Guadalajara

Municipality

Tlajomulco De Zuiiga

Zapopan

Tonala

Tlaquepaque

Ixtlahuacan De Los Membrillos

El Salto

Guadalajara

Tala

Lagos De Moreno

Juanacatlan

Housing Units Built since 2010

111761

40530

22422

17725

13856

12103

10207

7311

5389

5230

Table 2 - Municipalities with the highest concentration of affordable

Source: Own elaboration based on data from CIDS (2017)

housing in Jalisco

Economic Social Traditional

Tlajomulco De Zuniiga

Ixtlahuacan De Los Membrillos

Lagos De Moreno

El Salto

Tala

Zapotiltic

El Arenal

Tlaquepaque

Tonala

Guadalajara

702

335

160

139

87537

13176

4402

9555

70 6563

33 266

24

16

13

9

828

5307

11712

1336

18311

309

676

2324

583

140

341

7233

8964

4943

Medium-

Medium Residential

3165 2033

33 1

134 17

83

92

18

5

4568

1706

3123

1

1

0

1

597

21

792
Table 3 - Distribution of House Typology in Municipalities with highest concentration of housing

Source: Own elaboration based on data from CIDS (2017)
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Percentage

41.84%

15.17%

8.39%

6.64%

5.19%

4.53%

3.82%

2.74%

2.02%

1.96%

Municipality
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Appendix B
Data on Housing Abandonment in Guadalajara + Statistical Approach to find Determinants

Statistical Approach to find the Determinants of Housing Abandonment in Guadalajara

To build the model, I constructed a database comprising different variables (shown in Figure

8 and Table 3 and Table 4) that capture characteristics of the built environment, the financial

capacities of credit-holders and their individual characteristics. The dataset is built at the

household level and includes all houses built from 2010 to 2016 in the MAG. In total, 184,551

households were recorded. To build each variable, I used different data sources and building

methods including indexing and geospatial analysis. With the database I estimated the choice

decision of abandoning a house using a simple logit model. The universe of data used to feed the

dataset is presented in Diagram 4.

UNIVERSE OF DATA

INFONAV,
A Universe of cred:

Universe of record

INFOK
B Universe of cred

Universe of record&

CINFONAVIT - Rese
CNational recoi

UNIVERSE OF DATA

Linear oint using
EXCE, ACCESS. SQL

+

EiNEG1 - National Institute of Geography, Statistics and Informatics
ICity Boundries (shp) and demographic, economic and census data

Spatial Join, using
ArcGis

Diagram 7 - Universe of data and joints

Source: Own elaboration
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Within this dataset. abandonment I% present in 3.5% of all observatkoue An it was nientismed in previous chapters, abandonment in ('.uadaljanra reaches eurrently ahnost 7l.

These figures consIder houses built since 2008 for which complete recordings were not found or were not available. The decision to move forward with the 2010-2016 sample is
Abiuonmnent Justified even though the number of sucena (choke 1) is rare compared to the number of oheervatliok . This In because It is not the rarity of events that matters In a logistic

ion, but rather the possibility of small number of cases for the rarer choke (King and Zeng 2001). In our case, it is safe to proceed as we have 6.124 units observed w
abandonedi.

Diversity Index A measure of the "mix" of land uses within a particular defined area relative to a perfect distribution of uses (Zegras 2005), the Diversity Index is used here as a proxy of lose-
roximity to different types of commercial and urban services from households, Values from the index range from 0 to 1. where values closer to 0 reflect single-use AGEs.

INFONAVIT and developers classify housing units in terms of their price. They use 4 classes to identify them: Economic (less than $15,JUM), Social (1 -.500 -624.300). Traditional
(321,300 - $42.500) and Medium-Residential (More than $42,500). More recently, INFONAVIT introduced two new classes, one between Traditional and Mediuna-Residential

Houing Type known as "Mediun", and another one that has higher values than Mledium-Resiential, known as "Residential Plus". Most of INFONAVIT's housing narket Is comprised within
Economic and Social Housing. Historically, these two claes have been represented by very small housing units (lem than 450' 2) developed this way to achieve the threshold 4
maximan credit finn INFONAVIT while ensuring gixud revenue for deve ope

Antiquity (Type) For each hotte In my datanet. I corded type of holse. in terms of Its antiquity lams, which coukl hw New or Ohl. Houses are considered Old If they were at 14st 7 tuoths old at
the moment of the pucase.

Antiquity (Years) Similar to the previous variable, this variable accounts for the accumulated number of years since the house was purchased, using as a reference 2017.
In a broader sense, for INFONAVIT and developers hous are cisasified in two typm.' Vertical and Horizontal. Vertical homes are those that have 3 or more stories. Duplex unitN

Housing Typology are not considered Vertical. Horizontal units are those that include row houses and -pie de cssaaflj". Horizontal housing is the moat connnon typology used for economic and social
housing in Mexico and Guadalajara.
There is a clear correlation between price and area in the affordable housing market, demonstrated by the logic of housing provision (the five classes of houses based on their price).
i use this measure to account for the decreasing marginal returns when consuming land.
An indicator developed by INFONAVIT to measure the bult environment conditions surrounding a house, ECUVE captures different qualitative variabes that have been

ECUVE Index
previously used to understand what detertimm abandonment.
While these polygons have been highly criticised, they serve as a good proxy to understamd wherw affordable fhusing as built grographically. In Guadalajara. most afformalule

LRCP Polygons housing is built in PCU3, areas that under perform In urban services provision and that are commonly Isolated from the city center.

Measured as the Euclidian distance in kilometers between each house and the Central Businees District, this variable serves as a proxy of accessibility to regional or metropolitan
Distance to CBD nervires that are chlutered in the city's financial district. In Guadalajara them are 3 major CRD's located cksek ws each other in the cne of the metropolitan area. For the purp*es

of this study. I selected that located in the municipality of Guadalajara. where the Historic Center is located.

Distance to Clowo Urban Similar to the previous variable, this variable is measured as thr E Aclkian distance In kilometers to the closest uran center. An triman center is deflin as ta ara in the city that

Center concentrates civie-related activities and municipal agencies. For some municipal services, people is requested to go to the closes municipal facility, Access to these facilities is crucial
to pream construction permits and connect to urban services, like water and electricity.
Perhapa the variable that best represents the mnst cited reason for abandonment, accesdbility to jobs is an Index that measurea how well connected each honsehold is front job
J'rs. The 2016 ISA shows that most credit-holders complain to some extent about the time they spend commuting to work. Additionally, survys conducted to people that but
in fact abandoned their hones. show that their top reason is that their job was too far from where they lived (CIDOC 2015). Following a recent study on job acceibility

cted in 2016 in Mexico City (Fernndez Reyes 2016), I calculate a gravity-haned memsure to develop the accessibility index.
are control variablm that repreent each of the nine municipalItIe that comprise the MAG. Because of the low rates of abandonment for INFONAVIT accredited units.

Guadalajara municipality was removed from the analysis to properly calculate estimates for the others.

Table 5 - Dependent Variable and Built Environment Conditions Variable for Model
Source: Own elaboration



According to the National Council of Population, the Marginaliation Index identifies areas in cities that lack of public services, such as health, water and sewage aervlcr
(CONAPO 2010). Additionally, the Index accounts for the educational attainment levels of housteholds and the housing deficit, which Is a mnusure of the nubnlier of people livinc

Marginalization Index per room in a housing unit. The importance of this measure is that public services have shown to be relevant in the decision of abandonment. Similar to accessibility to jobs. results
from the 2016 ISA survey show that among the top 3 reasons why people abandon their homes is the lack of basic pulbuc servic.,. such as water and seage cmonectkrns. rhe
results also show that people bought their homes with temporary services planned to provide up to 6 months after developers concede the control of the development to the
municipality. In some eases, services infrastructure was also temporal. leading to hg rates of households without proper connection to water and meware
Thee measure accounts for the maximum number of jobs available in terms of the total population living at a particular AGEB. Similar to the Diversity Index. this variable is i

Jobs-Population Ratio proxy to measnre how mixed an AGEB is relative to residential and job-generating uses. Low ratio numirs show that the AGEB is mor residential and haa few opportunities fot
people to work, but also few opportunities for communities to access to diferent services in their proximity.
Unemployment rate measures the percentage of unemployed population that is economically active within each AGEB. An Nikola Vujic mentions, unemployment is a proxy of lack

legal income opportunities and represents a proxy as well in measuring property crime (Nikola Vujic 2W19). In INFONAVIT developments. its frequent to find that abandonwd
Unemplkynent Rate homes turn vandaliaed within a couple of mantlo after abandioned. Likewise, this triggers a spillover vandalised effect on other neighboring houses. While crime rates il

Guadalajara are not as high as other cities, and other studies have shown that in same Mexican cities with high rate crimes. crime and abandonment are not correlated (Garcia
Moreno 2012), unemployment as a proxy of abanduonment is an important variable to consider when measuring abandonment.

Studies on property and violent crime have shown that decline ins population triggers crime rates and correlates to property abandonment (Raleigh and Galmter 2014). INFONAVIT
Populatki Density developments are usually characterized by very low population density rates, and abandonment itself represents a decline in the already scarce population of these developments.

This variable acroumma for those demographic characteristics, and Is measured by the total population within a determined ACEB, over thhatAGED's area in square meters.

The first signs of abandonment in Mexico were found in the border cities with United States, like Ciudad Juirer and Tijuana. In the late 90's and early 2000's. theme cities lived i
rapid reonomic development became of the maqdnl effect. Industries focused on massive production products settled in those cities and started to employ large numbers of

uployra. Eventually, people fron other snuthern Mexican states nmived to thee border citim to work in the maesqlas. Usually. I heme jobs were temporary, and thsa who Issught
Migration Rate their homes and had to move to find a new one, eventually abandoned then. In these cities, migration rates were high and after they decreased, physical signs of abandonment

tarted to appear In INFONAVIT developments. While Guadalajara's migration rate are not high compared to those border cities, the migration rate is a proxy of that transit
population that currently has tesuporary jobs and eventually could move to another city, potentially abandoning their homes. The migration rate is measured by the total amount
>A topulation that was born toutside Jaliots that lives In one AGEB, over the total txsuulation of that AGES.

There is no data on the specific amount of monthly income each credit-holder earie. However, INFONAVIT classifies credit-holders according to the amount of VSM, in five
Income ranges: those who earn kms than 2VSM, those that earn between 2 and 4VSM, 4 to 7VSM. 7 to IIVSM and more than I IVSAuI. Most INFONAVIT credits are given to the first

Income braclets.

The Risk Index, developed by INFONAVITs Portfolio Management Department. measures the likelihood of each credit-holder to lose their jobs, and eventually. underperform in
Rialk Index their loan payments. Low values of the Index represent more likelihood of unlerperforming on payments. Abu. low values or the Index have shown to le correlated to low-Inconm

indivIduals.

vings at the morant of the As it was mentioned in the first chapter, INFONAVIT credit-holders can accen to savings from their personal fund. Additionally, they can acces to the CONAVI subsidy and sc
their personal savings to finalize the purchase of a house. This variable is the sum of all saving (personal savings. fund savingy and federal suloidie) at the tinw they undertook
the mr

Amount of the Loan This variable is the total amount of the loan accepted from credit-holders
INFONAVIT's interest rates varies acros programs, regions and years. These rates ae fixed, however, perceptions on these interest rates are not necesarily fixed. In recent call-

lamn lterest Rate surveys conducted by INFONAVIT, credit-holders recognised that the interest rate of their loan was ton high, even If they knew the amount and impact on the loan at the moment
of accepting the loan,

Ifference to be pai This variable is the difference between the price of the house and the amount of savings at the moment of accepting the loan.
Gender and Age These are two individual specific variables, one binary (Gender, 1 Male, 0 Female) and other continuous (Age).

Table 6 - Demographic Conditions and Financial Conditions Variables for Model
Source: Own elaboration



To predict the effects of regional planning policies of affordable housing in abandonment, I

build a model that estimates the effect of different household-level variables in the decision of

abandoning a house. In its most basic form, my model assumes the following functional form:

Abandonment = f(Housing and Built Environment Conditions, Demographics, Credit

- holder's Individual Characteristics) + error term

Within the literature reviewed, there have been few attempts that aim to predict the

probability of abandonment given specific social, financial and built environment conditions.

Initial models to understand what determines home abandonment in Mexico have done it using

the percentage of housing abandonment in a geographic area, as dependent variable. These models

use OLS regression methods to estimate the built environment effects on the rate of abandonment.

More recently, Ackerman et al. developed a model to predict the likelihood of home abandonment

based on loan, personal and location characteristics (Ackermann, et al. 2015) that overall, is an

improvement from previous models. However, the model has important limitations due to the

scale and quality of data that reduces its prediction capacities that could be used for policy

recommendations on affordable housing planning. Some of these limitations are the scale of the

study (they have 700,000 observations nation-wide) and the lack of relevant data (no input from

transportation data or Euclidian distances).

Building over Ackerman's et al. model, I developed a Multinomial Logit model (MNL) to

determine the probability of home abandonment in the city of Guadalajara, and estimated the

effects of different variables on it. My model is a better specification of previous models, reaching

an AUC of almost 0.85, suitable for policy recommendations. To select my best model specification,

I test different models on forward-backwards variable selection using Likelihood Ratio Tests and

McFadden's Pseudo r2 . To validate my model, I use my model's Receiving Operating

Characteristics (ROC) to measure its classifying performance.
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To validate my model I estimate its Receiving Operating Characteristics Curve, which is a

measure of its classifying performance. Its AUC is 0.8443, which demonstrates that the model is

robust and has good performance when predicting abandonment. My model is also robust in

predicting true positives (abandoned houses), with a prediction rate of 90.31%. Similar to

Ackerman et al., I also experienced a high rate of false positives due to the unbalanced nature of

the data, with almost 63,700 observations flagged that way. Figure 9 shows the ROV curve.
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False posifif rate

Figure 7 - ROC Curve of my best model specification

The results of the model can be shown in an illustrative way in Figure 9 and Error!

Reference source not found.. However, as I mentioned before in Chapter 3, the results are not

final and not suitable for final conclusions. They only intend to illustrate the potential a statistical

model can have in explaining abandonment.
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Marginalization Index
Unemployment Rate

Migration Rate
Population Density

Jobs -Population Ratio

Distance to CBD
Distance to closest Urban Center
Accesibility to Jobs
Housing Guality Index
Abandonmen,

.-- . PricelArea
Diversity Index
Housin Type
Antiquity (Type)
Anitquity (Years)

\ ECUVE Index
Land Reserves Program Polygons
Municipality

WONG- Risk Index
Savings at the moment of the purchase
Income
Amount of the loan undertaken
Loan's raInterest rate
Difference to be paid

Figure 8 - Selected variables for the analysis

Source: Own elaboration
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WHAT WE LEARNED FROM THE MODEL
FIRST TIME THE DECISION OF ABANDONMENT IS MODELED AT THE HOUSEHOLD LEVEL FOR A CITY

+ PRICE/ SQ2
Whether is old (+ 6
months) or new

- TYPE OF HOUSM3
In terms of the price: from
150,000 or less and up to
280.000 MXN and typology

AGEB
- DIVERSITY

Mix of Land Uses
surrounding a household

+ AVAILABILTY OF JOBS
+ MARGINALIZATION
- MIGRATION
+ UNEMPLOYMENT

so

easmres qua vu+ ANIUITY conditions of the built
Whether is old (+6 months) or new enione t

and number of years since construction --Apt:

PCUDISTANCE TO CBD + Land Reserves Polygons
Euclidian distance from
household to Guadalajara's
City Center

<------------------------------------

AE - RISK INDEX likelihood of losing the job, lower index more likelihood

DISTANCE TO + - INCOME up to 8,000MXN

URBAN CENTER - SAVINGS at the moment of the purchase - CCESIBJITY TO J
Euclidian distance from +AMOINT OF THE LOAN Euclidian distance
household to the closest - GENDER male household to the cI
urban center - INTEREST RATE fixed urban c

OBS
from

osest
enter

Figure 9 - Illustration of results from a Model to Determine Home Abandonment

The sign explains the kind of situation in respect to the decision of abandonment. For instance, an increment in the

price per square meter of land increases the likelihood of home abandonment.

Source: Own elaboration based on results from a logit model used to predict home abandonment, using data from

INFONAVIT Mexico, INFONAVIT Guadalajara, RUV, CONAVI, INEGI, and CIDS
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